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Persistent in the Right; Fearless in Opposing Wrong.
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Sugar from Coal Tar. Pleasant People.Department of Science.
E dited by DR. J. HAMER, Sa.
Matter, Force and Consequent 
Motion.
(continued from last week.)
We have farther evidence that the 
substance which is thus stored up in 
the meshes of the cell, forming the 
granules, for instance, just spoken of, 
is not as it exists in the cells, the same 
substance as that which occurs in the 
secretion as"~its characteristic constitu­
ent. Thus the characteristic constitu­
ent of pancreatic juice is a peculiar 
fermentdiody called “ trypsin,” and we 
possess evidence that the granules in 
the pancreatic cells are not trypsiq. 
But we have also evidence that these 
granules consist of material which, 
upon a very slight change, becomes 
trypsin, of material which is an ante­
cedent of trypsin, and has accordingly 
been called “ trypsinogen.” Thus the 
cell ddring rest stores up trypsinogen, 
and the change which characterizes ac­
tivity. is the conversion of trypsinogen 
into trypsin, and its consequent dis­
charge from the cell. These are facts 
ascertained by observation and experi­
ment, viz. : that trypsinogen appears 
in the protoplasm of the cell, and that 
in the act of secretion this trypsinogen 
is discharged from the cell in the form 
of the simpler trypsin. When how­
ever, we come to consider the origin of 
the trypsinogen we pass to matters of 
inference and to a certain extent of 
speculation. These views seem open 
to us. On the one hand we may adopt 
an old theory once generally adopted, 
and suppose that the cell picks out 
from the lymph which bathes its parti­
cles of trypsinogen, or particles of 
some substances which is readily trans­
formed into trypsinogen, and deposits 
them in its substance. This may be 
called the “selective” theory. On the 
other hand we may suppose that the 
trypsinogen results from the breaking 
down, from the katabolic or destruc­
tive metabolism of the protoplasm, be­
ing thus wholly formed in the cell. 
This may be called the “ metabolic” 
theory. Our present knowledge does 
not permit us wholly to prove or 
wholly to disprove either of these 
theories ; but such evidence as we pos­
sess is in favor, and increasingly in 
favor, of the metabolic theory. All 
efforts to detect in the blood or in the 
lymph such substances as trypsinogen, 
or analogous substances in the case of 
other glands, have hitherto failed ; and, 
although such a negative argument 
was its weakness, still it is of avail as 
far as it goes. On the other hand the 
diminution of the protoplasm in The 
pancreatic cell pari passu with the in­
crease of trypsinogen, and its subse­
quent renewal previous to the forma­
tion of new trypsinogen, strongly sup­
port the metabolic theory, and a num­
ber of other facts drawn from the his­
tory of various animal and vegetable 
cells all tend strongly in the same di­
rection. We have further a certain 
amount of evidence that trypsinogen 
arises from an antecedent more com­
plex than itself, as it in turn is more 
complex than trypsin. So, although 
clear demonstration is not yet within 
our reach, we may with considerable 
confidence conclude that trypsinogen 
and other like products of secreting 
cells arise from a breaking down of the 
cell substance, are manufactured by the 
protoplasm of the cell out of itself. 
“ We are thus led to the conception 
that the specific material of a secretion, 
such as the trypsin of pancreatic juice, 
comes from the protoplasm of the cell, 
through a number of intermediate sub­
stances, or mesastates as they are 
called ; that is to say, the complex 
protoplasm breaks down into a whole 
series of substances of decreasing com­
plexity, the last term of which is the 
specific substance of the secretion. 
Now the protoplasm undoubtedly 
formed at the expense of the material 
or pabulum brought to it from the 
blood through the medium of the 
lymph ; the pabulum becomes proto­
plasm. Here also two views are. open 
to us. On the one hand, we may sup­
pose that the crude pabulum is at once 
by a magic stroke, as it were, built up 
into the living protoplasm. On the 
other hand, we may suppose that the 
pabulum reaches the stage of proto­
plasm through a series of substances of 
increasing complexity and instability, 
the last stage being that which we call 
protoplasm. And here, too, no abso­
lute decision between the two views is
possible, but such evidence as we do 
possess is in favor, and increasingly in 
favor, of the latter view.”—Physiology 
general view. Prof. Michael Foster, M. 
D., Ency. Brit.,vol. xix, p. 22. 
(continued next week.)
THE BRIGHT CHORDS.
The Browns were the plainest of 
country people.
“None of your new-fangled qotions 
for me,” Mr. Brown would say. “I 
want comfort, plain, solid comfort. But 
as for all this fixin’ up, I want none of 
it. If a man’s home has got to be kept 
in a stew and stir, tryin’ to keep up 
with a lot of fashionable whims so that 
he never has any peace in life, what’s 
the use of livin’? No indeed no fashion 
for me.
This strict notion of Mr. Brown’s 
had governed the domestic life of his 
home its very foundations. And tbôugh 
he had almost waded through fire in 
order to maintain it against the more 
ambitious wills of his wife and daughters 
maintain it be did through all his mat- 
rimonal years up to the present time.
But, judging from the commotion 
going on in the home, one would have 
thought that the household was being 
completely revolutionized on entirely 
new principles. The alterations and 
refurnishing that the house had under­
gone were shell as to startle the whole 
neighborhood. Stylish touches, too, 
bad been added to the dressing of Mrs. 
Brown and her daughters and even Mr. 
Brown, whose clothes were of the plain­
est country stylé, bad been persuaded 
to purchase a new suit, and had pro­
mised to wear a white shirt and black 
tie on that Auspicious occasion.
And what was that occasion? Was 
the Governor expected, or, a much 
more desired event than the Governor’s 
visit, a marriage of one of the daugh­
ters ? Neither. I t  was simply this. 
Jack Brown, the eldèst son, the hope 
and pride of the family, was expected, 
home in company with “ his girl” to 
spend the da}'.
Years before, Jack; a bright, adven­
turesome, energetic boy, bad left the 
old farm and sought his fortune in the 
large city, but a few hours’ drive from 
his home. He had commenced as office 
boy for a wealthy and talented lawyer 
Had finally adopted the same profession 
and after years of hard work and study, 
had risen from his humble position to 
that of partner with the same lawyer. 
And as a happy culmination to his 
efforts, - be had won the heart and 
hand of his partner’s beautiful daugh­
ter.
To say that Jack’s family was proud 
of bis achievements would but faintly 
express their feelings on the subject. 
They regarded him as a living embodi­
ment of all wisdom and perfection, and 
never tired of talking of the greatness 
of his future, for they expect him to 
fill no less a position than that of the 
Presidency itself.
Jack wrote to his mother of his en­
gagement, yet none of the family bad 
seen his betrothed. In the imaginative 
fancy of his mother and sisters, she was 
a person of the roost august style, the 
winning of whose esteem depended 
solely on the amount of display one 
could make. They bad speculated much 
as to her disposition, her personal ap- 
perance, and every plan was laid to 
curry the favor of this prospective aris­
tocratic connection.
The household was thrown into the 
most intense excitment by receiving a 
letter from Jack, saying that as Miss 
Layton, his affianced, wished to become 
acquainted with the family they had 
decided to drive out to the old home 
on a certain day. His letter ended by 
saying: “And now mother, you will 
have everything appear just as well as 
possible, won’t you? You know Mr. 
Layton’s family live in elegant style, 
and I do not want my future wife to 
see too great a contrast bètween my old 
home and hers.”
This lettCT threw the female members 
of the Brown family into the greatest 
commotion. Every spark of their pride 
was kindled into a burning flame, and 
the one point that Mr. Brown had 
fought so valiantly to maintain in his 
household, had now to succumb to the 
determined wills of bis wife and daugh­
ters. Had the result of the impression 
they were to make meant life or death 
for the entire family they could not 
have arranged with greater persistency. 
Jack was to them the hero of the coun­
try and his marriage into a wealthy, 
prominent family was such an additional 
gratification to their pride that no effort
was considered too great for winning 
the favor of his wife.
But amidst all their preparation and 
anticipation there was one little heavy 
heart in the home. I t was that of Tom­
mie’s, the littleten-year-old son. Nature 
sometimes seems strangely unfair in 
the distribution of her gifts. On some 
she bestows attractions of beauty and 
and genius ; but she bad endowed Tom­
mie with no such charms. Indeed both 
in character and in person he was a 
strange mixture of the disagreeable. 
He was a small, dark-skinned, homely 
child, in whom the spirit of mischief 
had his abode. He had a peculiarity 
for saying the wrong thing in the wrong 
• ime, was always getting into trouble 
by his rude speeches and impolite ways. 
In fact he was the acknowledged trial of 
of the household, and enjoye but littled 
of the favors usually bestowed on the 
younger member of the family.
I t would seem, too, that Tommie took 
a special delight in his conduct, for all 
the pushings and scoldings which he 
received, and indeed they were many, 
had no effect whatever in subduing it. 
His sisters declared that he was born 
to be the family’s “black sheep,” and 
there was no use in trying to make him 
anything else.
But in reality Tommie was a martyr. 
He was peculiarly fashioned by nature 
and unfortunately for him, in his home 
members there was a lack of sympathy, 
and intuition of childish character.
His mother was a hard-working, prac­
tical woman, whose energies were so 
devoted to the material things of her 
home, that she gave no thought to divin­
ing the nature of this peculiar child. 
Nor had she any faculty for drawing 
out and encouraging the good in his 
character, and subduing the evil by wise 
and loving discipline. The tempers of 
his twin spinster sisters, bad become 
acrid under the burden of their thirty 
■years, and so strong was their tyranny 
in the home, that they were really the 
arbiters of his actions and however 
disagreeable or unreasonable were their 
wishes he was made to submit implicit­
ly to them.
When the contents of Jack’s letter, 
announced his intended visit, was im­
parted to the family Tommie’s joy was 
unbounded. He commenced a scries of 
boyish antics, accompanied by the most 
extravagant exclamations of delight.
“Oh, you needn’t be feeling so glad,” 
said his sister Camilla, for you’re not 
to make your appearance that day. If 
Jack’s girl should see you that would 
settle the question of her marrying into 
this family. You would be sure to dis­
grace us all.”
“Yes, indeed you would,” joined his 
Catharine. “Cammy is right. You’re 
just to make yourself scarce that day. 
I have no doubt Jack’s whole pros­
pects would be ruined and we all dis­
graced, if you should be allowed to be 
seen. Now you see what you get by 
being such a bad boy.”
And so it was settled that on this 
happy occasion Tommie was to be ex­
cluded from tne circle, leaviug his sis­
ters to make whatever excuses they 
pleased to Jack for his absence. I t was 
this disappointment that filled Tommie’s 
heart with gloom during those days of 
preparation.
“I t  is dreadful mean to treat a fellow 
so,” said Tommie to himself, as he sat 
whistling at the end of the house, at 
the time when Jack was expected. “I 
jus’ hates Cam. and Cath. I  jus' hate 
'em. An’ won’t I pay ’em back if I 
ever get to be a man ?”
At that instant the sound of wheels 
were heard, and peering cautiously 
around the corner of the house be saw 
a handsome carriage stop, and Jack 
and the young lady alight. He soon 
heard the pleasant greetings going on 
in the house, and his sisters’ gay talk 
and merry laughter . Soon he heard 
Jack say : “ Where is Tommie?”
. “ 0 , he’s off somewhere,” said Camilla 
“You know Tommie is very bashful 
about seeing strangers.”
Every few minutes he could hear some 
one come to the window near htm. He 
knew it was one qf his sisters keeping 
watch to see if he was still in his hiding 
place. I t  was a secluded little nook at 
one end of-the house, where an .old rus­
tic seat was kept. I t  was a favorite 
spot with Tommie, and his sisters, 
thinking he would be more contented 
there than elsewhere, had assigned it 
as the place for him to stay until bis 
dinner was eaten. After which he was 
to enjoy a long half holiday at fishing.
It was not long before the tattling of 
dishes told him dinner was in prepara­
tion. And such a dinner, too! And 
to think that he must stay there while
the others enjoyed i t ! This was almost 
more than Tommie could bear. He 
nursed his wrath and vowed vengeance 
on every member of his family, Jack’s 
girl included, when lie "became a man.
After a very long time, as it seemed 
to him, his mother came out and 
brought his dinner on a plate, •
“Now Tommie,” she said, “ when you 
eat this you can go fishing with Jimmie" 
Blake. You’d better not come in the 
house at all, for you know wbat an 
awful fuss the girls will make if you 
do."
“I don’t want’er come in,” said Tom­
mie. “ I hate everybody too bad to come 
in.”
“ There now, Tommie,” said his moth­
er, “ that’s just the reason that nobody 
likes you because you talk so bad. I ’m 
sure I don’t know what bad end you’ll 
come to.” *So saying she returned to 
the house.
When dinner was completed, an old 
neighbor, knowing that Jack was at 
home, came in to consult him on-some 
legal questions. Mrs. Brown and her 
daughters were engaged in performing 
the after-dinner work in the kitchen.
Miss Layton, being left alone, felt a 
strong desire to get out and enjoy the 
pleasant country surroundings ; so slip­
ping quietly out of the front door she 
was soon strolling amidst the flowers 
in the large yard. A tall, climbing 
rose bush, which stood at one end of 
the house, attracted her attention, and 
following a path in that direction, she 
soon came to the trellis that supported 
the beautiful vine, and also came sud­
denly on Tommie, who was eating bis 
dinner. The surprise was,equally great 
to both, although the-impression pro­
duced on the mind of each was so dif­
ferent.
Tommie forgot his anger as be sat 
staring at the pretty lady before him, 
for he thought he bad never before 
sees so beautiful a sight. Miss Layton 
was equally surprised, but it was the 
odd, ridiculous appearance of the child 
as he sat with his plate on his lap that 
so.attracted her. But her friendly sym­
pathetic nature soon asserted itself, and 
kindly said :
“How do you do, little boy ?” ’ 
“Hullo I” was Tommie’s reply.
The young lady continued to eye the 
the boy curiously. She thought she 
had never seen so odd looking a speci­
men of humanity, and her pity and 
curiosity were alike excited in regard 
to him. Thinking him a little vagrant 
the family had given dinner, she asked: 
“ Where do you live?”
“I live here,” Tommie answered.
She then thought be must be some 
poor child employed on the place, so 
she asked again : “Have you any 
parents ?”
“ Reckin I have. I ’m Tom Brown,” 
said the boy.
“Then you are Jack’s brother,” she 
exclaimed in great surprise.
“Yes,” he replied.
“ Well I am glad to meet you,” said 
Miss Layton. “Jack told me he had 
a little brother. But why didn’t you 
come in and see us and eat dinner with 
us ?”
“Cause they wouldn’t let me. Cam. 
and Cath. said if you saw me you 
wouldn’t marry Jack. But you will 
won’t you? I s’pose I ’m homely lookin’ 
and rough, but I can’t help it.”
There was something so pathetic in 
the child’s situation that a strong feel­
ing of sympathy was aroused in Miss 
Layton’s heart. She possessed rare 
good sense and the kindest of natures. 
And the thought of a child enduring 
such oppression was repulsive to her 
every feeling. Sitting down by his 
side she took one of his little brown 
bands in hers, and said : Do you think 
you would like me for a sister?”
“I dun know,” replied Tommie. 
“Yon’re awful stunnin’ lookin’ an’ if 
you was always like this I ’d like it first- 
rate. But Cam. and Cath. scold me so 
I wish lots of times I didn’t have any 
sisters.”
“But we will try and be good friends,” 
said Miss Layton. “And some day 
when I am your sister, wouldn’t you 
like to come to the city and see me ?” 
The boy started at her while both 
eyes were stretched with amazement.
“Showly you don’t mean it,” he said 
“ Gosh 1 but wouldn’t that be fine?”
But Tommie had already suffered 
many disappointments from broken pro­
mises in his young life, so that light 
died out of his face as he continued; 
“But you’ll forget it before then. Every­
body forgits it before then. Everybody 
forgits everything they ever promise 
me.”
“ No, I shall not forget it,” she an-
swered. “ You may just depend on that 
visit. You shall stay a long while and 
have such a good time.
She had not noticed his eyes closely 
until now. They were of a dark gray 
color, with such a bright eager look in 
them that they fairly illuminated the 
homely little face. “Surely,” thought 
Miss Layton, “ there must be something 
to any boy who has such eyes as those.”
“You won’t let Cam. and Cath. know 
you saw me, will you ? . ’Twould go 
dreadful hard with me if they found it 
out.”
“ No, I will not let any one know that 
I saw you. You must not forget me. 
And I shall oLen think of you and that 
visit. Good-by now,” and to Tommie’s 
great surprise, she stooped over and 
kissed him, then turned and went into 
the house.
To Tommie, the world had suddenly 
changed from midnight blackness to a 
dream of sunshine and joy. This beau­
tiful, kind lady was really to be his sis­
ter. This was the person whom he had 
grown to have such a horror in the last 
few days, and she had actually kissed 
him 1 Such a thing of which he had 
scarcely any remembrance!
But a short time elapsed when Miss 
Layton, as Mrs. Jack Brown, was hap­
pily established in a home of her own. 
She soon communicated to her husband 
her interview with Tommie .and her 
promise of the visit. Through his in­
fluence and help not many days passed 
before Tommie was an inmate of their 
home.
“I tell you, Jack,’, said his wife 
several days after Tommie’s arrival, “ I 
believe there is undiscovered gold in 
Tommie’s character. I t  is a belief of 
mine that in every human heart there 
is a chord if rightly touched will give 
a worthy response. Now that chord 
in Tommie has never been awakened. 
I don’t think bis" home friends under­
stand his nature. They mistake his 
characteristics for badness, and the 
treatment he has received has had a 
tendency to demoralize his goodness. 
He is naturally bright, and with true 
encouragement, I truly believe he would 
develop into a character of whom any 
one might be proud.”
(’Do you know that some such 
thoughts have entered my mind about 
the boy since he came,” said Jack.
“And I have wished that he might 
have more encouragement at home and 
better opportunities for making some­
thing of himself.”
“If his parents are willing, what 
would you say, Jack, to him staying 
with us, for a.while at least, and see 
if we cannot stimulate him into a new 
life. He has been so neglected that I 
know both patience and work would be 
required of us. But if we could benefit 
we would feel well repaid for our ef­
forts-”
The plan was agreed to by both.
As to Tommie’s family they made no 
objections. His sisters said they had 
no boubt that Jack’s wife would soon 
tire of her bargain.
Years have passed since Tommie first 
met his sister-in-law. To-day there is 
a prominent law firm bearing the name 
o Jack Brown & Brother. The Brother 
is no other thae little Tommie. He is 
still of small stature, and just as home­
ly as a man as a boy. But when men 
sit enraptured by his elovuence little 
thought is given to his uppoarance.
Enshrined in his heart is a deep and 
lasting gratitude to Jack’s wife, for on­
ly to her can he attribute his success in 
life.
This little sketch of Tommie is taken 
from life. The writer prouced it just 
to show how, by neglect, unkindness, 
and unwise discipline child natnre may 
become perverted. And how, in the 
congenial atmosphere of encouragement 
and love, the better qualities of the 
character will be stimulated into life.
We cannot have a choice plant with­
out creful cultivation. There must be 
sunshine and water, rnd hoeing, before 
we can have the perfect flower. The 
human plant, a child’s mind, must 
undergo a similar culture if a good 
character is to be hoped for. Parental 
love must be ever on the alert to stim­
ulate the good and discourage the evil. 
And only by understanding well each 
child’s nature, so that the seed sown 
may be suited to the soil, can the most 
perfect bloom in human character, be 
attained —Nettie Burns in the Western j 
Plowman.
Little Joe Clark was taken sick for 
the first time, and the doctor, with 
much ceremony, made him swallow a 
powder. “ Papa,” said Joe, a minute 
later, “ain’t it time I was taking the 
shot now ?”
The wonderful coal tar sugar story, 
which has been published in nearly 
every newspaper within a year, is again 
revived, and from a recent article in the 
German Sugar Manufacturer's Journal 
it appears that a factory for the pro­
duction of that wonderful product 
known as saccharine is now completed, 
and will be fully equipped for work in 
a few weeks. I t  is located in Wester- 
hausen, near the oid historic city ot 
Magdeburg. This coal tar sugar, having 
a sweetening power 300 times greater 
than cane sugar, it is said, will be used 
for mixing with glucose, and it is pre­
sumed will, in a large measure, displace 
the product of the cane for the same 
purpose. The journal from which we 
gather the above facts also states that 
one pound of the new saccharine mixed 
with 500 parts of glucose gives a com­
pound as good as the best sugar used 
on the Continent while it can be sup­
plied at a much lower price. -
Powderly’s Editorials.
The current issue of the Journal o f 
United Labor contains a lengthy edito­
rial from the pen of Master Workman 
Powderly on the special issue by him 
a short time ago, and also' calls again 
to the attention-of the order the benefits 
of the educational system proposed by 
him. Concerning numerous sugges­
tions which he has received, Mr. Pow­
derly says: “ It is suggested to me 
that I appoint men of different relig­
ions, so that all creeds will be recog­
nized. To these members I answer 
most emphatically that the religion of 
the applicant will not be taken into 
consideration‘at all. I t  will not be his 
duty to expound the gospel. If you 
wish to hear that done g6 to church. 
The speakers who will be appointed will 
not talk for or against religion.”
Conkling’s Curl.
“Years ago I was employed by the 
Philadelphia, Wilmington and Balti­
more Railroad, at the function a few 
miles out of Baltimore,” said a tele­
graph operator yesterday. “One after­
noon an unusually handsome and ath­
letic man entered the little station. 
“Does the limited express for Whash- 
ington stop here ?’ he inquired. ‘No, sir’ 
I replied. ‘Can you stop it?’ ‘Not with­
out orders, from the main office.’ ‘I 
will explain my situation to you,’ said 
the stranger, ‘in the hope you will do 
all in your power to aid me. I came 
.from Washington to intercept at Balti­
more a oentleman who is on his way 
from New York to the Capital. He is 
on the limited express. I t  is of the 
greatest importance I should see him 
before be reaches Washington. A rail­
way conductor directed me to the Union 
Station, where he said the limited would 
stop, but I lost my way, and wandered 
here after a long tramp. Telling him 
I  would see what I could do fpr him, I 
telegraphed to Philadelphia for per­
mission to stop the express. ‘You 
might use my name if you think it 
would be of any use,’ said the gentle­
man. ‘And your nume is— ?’ said I. 
‘Conklink—Roscoe Conkling,’ replied 
the gentlemen. I flashed over tne wire :
‘Senator Conkling wants me to stop 
the limited express for him to get 
aboard.’ The answea came bsck : ‘How 
do you know it is Conkling ?’ Turning 
to him I said, ‘Philadelphia wants 
identification.’ ‘Will this do?’ he asked 
displaying a handsome gold watch with 
the initials *S. C.’ ehgraved on the case. 
At the same time, either by deign or 
chance, he removed his hat. Grasping 
the key I ticked these words to Phila : 
‘Letters R. C. on gentlemans watch, 
but I know he’s Conkling by his 
flaunting red beard and the Hyperion 
curl of Nash’s cartoons.’ ‘Straightway 
the sounder rapped : ‘Stop train by 
order H. F- Kenney, general superin­
tendent.’ .
“Conkling was profused in his thanks 
As the express shot around the curve 
with him safely on board, he made a 
courteous gesture of farewell to me.”— 
Press.
Oughtn’t to Keep Them.
“Do you keep bananas?” inquired 
Jones of the groceryman.
“Yes, sir.”
“ What do you want to kee ’em for? 
Why don’t you sell ’em ?” And he rush­
ed out just in time to misss the rotten 
apple the grocerymen fired at him.—N. 
Y. S.
Wbat a boon to all bis friends and 
acquaintance a pleasant person is 1 I t 
may be heard to deyne pleasantness, 
but we find no difficulty in recognzing 
it when we meet with it. Pleasant 
people are not always by any means the 
most admirable of mankind, nor the 
most admirable of mankind, nor the 
most interesting ; for it often happens 
that the qualities in a man which are 
worthiest of esteem are, for lack of 
other modifying elements, the very ones 
which make agoinst his agreeableness 
as a companion ; and a person who does 
not impress us as particularly pleasant 
may nevertheless interest us very much 
by the display of unusual mental char­
acteristics or from a' complexity of 
nature which seems to offer itself as an 
enigma we are curious to solve. Plea­
sant people may not even be the most 
truly lovable, but they are likable ; we 
perhaps have no desire to make friends 
of them, in the deeper sense of friend­
ship, but we are glad when we meet 
them, and enjoy ourselves while in their 
society. The tie thus formed, though 
slight, is a real one, and I "believe that 
we should all do well to remember, in 
the interest of our closer friendship, 
the attractive and cohesive force of 
mere pleasantness. The highest virtues 
and offices of friendship we are not cal­
led on to exercise every day and in 
familiar intercourse we have not less, 
but rather the more, need of making 
ourselves pleasant, because of the times 
when our friends will have to answer 
our drafts on teeir patience and sym­
pathy.
If we question what it is that goes to 
constitute a man or woman pleasant, it 
appears to be a result of both temper­
ament and character. I t  is hardly 
necessary to say that these are not the 
same thing, and yet they are not dis­
tinguished in common thought and 
speech as clearly as they might be. 
Without attempting any close analysis, 
we may perhaps say that temperament 
is a certain combination of elements 
given at birth while character is another 
set of powers and dispositions, slowly 
acquired and grown in u s ; for the first 
nature is responsible, our parents and 
ourselves for the second.
I t  seems easiest to describe a pleasant 
person by negatives, although assured­
ly his pleasantness effects us as a most 
positive quality. To begin with, such 
a person must not be too much “shut 
up in bis own individuality,” to use the 
phrase of an English writer. That is, 
he must not be very reserved and con­
centrated in his emotions and affections 
but have a certain expansiveness of 
nature and openness of manner. He 
must not be too fastidious, but able to 
take people for what they are, and what 
they are worth to him for the passing 
moment and the needs of the social 
hour. He must not be of too intense 
a nature, nor so preoccupied with the 
serious aspects and duties of life that 
he is unable to but them aside tem­
porarily, and lend himself to lighter 
thoughts and lighter people. One of 
the pleasantest men I ever met was one 
of the most hard-working, devoted to 
a dozen good causes and public interest 
besides his personal and professional 
ones. None of these were made a bore 
to others, and his equable and kindly 
disposition, his readiness to enter into_ 
other peoples’ ideas, his interest in 
literature and art as well as weightier 
matters of politics and science, made 
him able to please and to be pleased by 
men and women of the most diverse 
sorts. I t  has sometim struck me forci­
bly with respect to such a man, how 
pleasant he may be to himself—how 
comfortable to live with ever8 day !— 
April Atlantic.
No Extra Charge.
A New York dudine accompanied by 
a pug applied at the ticket-office of a 
country station.
“Am I required to purchase a dog 
ticket?” she saked.
“O no, you can travel as an ordinary 
passenger.—Siftings.
“Is there any difference in the mean­
ing of the words ‘nautical’ and ‘ma­
rine’ ?” asked Mrs. McCorkle of Mrs. 
Faugle. “No,” was the reply, “one is 
a cinnamon of the other.”
The chain of habit are generally too 
small to be felt till they are too strong 
to be broken.
Dudes delight in nibbling canes, be­
cause like other puppies, they catch on 
to a bark.—New York Journal.
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The latest dispatches from Germany 
report the Emperor better, and it is 
now expected that be will fully recover.
The bosses at Harrisburg last week 
engaged in a sort of division of spoils. 
The biggest boss didn’t get quite all he 
wanted, and the little bosses took all 
they could get.
Our thanks are due Hon. Thos. J. 
Stewart, Secretary of Internal Affairs, 
for a copy of his annual report per­
taining to the Land Office, State 
Weather Service, Vital Statistics and 
Assessments.
T he  License Court in Allegheny 
county has been quite as sweeping as 
that of Philadelphia in its administra­
tion of the new law, the whole number 
of licenses granted for the county be­
ing 485, where there are now about 
3,000.
T he  Republican State Convention 
at Harrisburg, Wednesday of last week 
nominated Judge James T. Mitchell, of 
Philadelphia, for Judge of the Supreme 
Court, and for delegates-at-large to the 
National Convention, Adjutant General 
Hustings, M. S. Quay, Wm. Leeds and 
Henry W. Oliver.
T h e  old story over again. The Park 
National Bank of New York had an 
assistant cashier who lived at the rate 
$15,000 a year on a $3,500 salary. Now 
the bank is minus a cashier and what 
is still more important to its stock­
holders, it is $95,000 short in cash. The 
directors of the Bank were so trustful, 
you know, and the dishonest cashier 
knew it.
S u l l iv a n , the slugger, on his journey, 
across the Atlantic, homeward bound, 
kept himself full of rum and amused 
himself in frightening his fellow passen­
gers, and in acting worse than a bad 
brute generally. But the manly (?) art 
of self-defence and of pummeling human 
flesh for the gratification of the lower 
animal propensities, is quite popular, 
you know, and the great dailies would 
be a column short were it not for the 
slugging matches, and Sullivan feels 
that he is a great character and as such 
can do what pleases him best.
R e v . T a lm a g e , the popular and 
sensational doctor of divinity of Brook­
lyn, in the wide sweep of the big swath 
he is wont to cut, fell upon spiritual­
ism last Sunday and endeavored to mow 
it down. Whilst many who have heard 
and read the doctor’s effort will con­
sider that Spiritualism has been knocked 
out clear and clean the fact still remains 
that spiritualism isn’t quite dead yet, 
and that, strange as it may appear, a 
full-fledged spiritualist is just as cer­
tain in bis own mind of the soundness of 
his faith, as Dr. Talmage is that Spirit­
ualism is all wrong. How strange !
P r esid en t  C l e v e l a n d  has nominated 
Mellville W. Fuller, of Illinois, to be 
Chief Justice of the United States to 
fill the vacancy caused by the death of 
Chief Justice Waite. The nomination 
is receiving much favorable comment 
and will no doubt be confirmed by the 
Senate. Mr. Fuller comes of New 
England stock, and his career in the 
West has been a conspicuous one, par­
ticularly within the bounds of his 
adopted State, his trained ability hav­
ing gained for him a commanding place 
in the front rank of a brillint bar. His
Surprise has been expressed that the 
ladies, who frequent the galleries in 
large numbers, should take so much 
interest in a subject that naturally must 
be dull to them, but they like every­
body else seem to realize that the work 
of the session has begun, and that the 
groundwork of the next Presidential 
campaign is being laid.
After much disagreement in regard 
to the length of time the tariff debate 
shall be allowed to continue, the House 
Ways and Means Committee agreed to 
limit the general discussion to twenty 
days, in all, exclusive of night sessions 
of which there will be about three a 
week. Four of the twenty days have 
already been consumed, leaving about 
two weeks more for tariff eloquence. 
This gives sufficient opportunity for a 
full and free discussion of the subject, 
and both parties are satisfied with the 
time allotted. There is to be an equal 
division of the time too, between the 
democratic and republican speakers.
Among those who have made speech- 
es on the tariff bill this week are Mc- 
Millin of Tennessee, Burrows, of Mich­
igan, Bynum and Browne of Indiana, 
Hemphill, of South Carolina, and Dock­
ery, of Missouri. Messrs McMillin 
and Burrows spoke for over two hours 
each, the former presenting the demo­
cratic side of the case, and the latter 
championing the cause of protection. ' 
The Tennessee Congressman’s manner 
of delivery is not the most pleasing, 
but he is logical, and his manner is 
forcible. He opened his speech with 
the declaration that next in importance 
to the question of personal liberty was 
how and bow much the people shall be 
taxed. As it - pertains to taxation it 
was no new question, but was with us 
in the beginning of our Government, 
and would be with us to its close. He 
who advocated#the present tariff favor­
ed a tariff not for revenue, not for pro­
tection merely, but a tariff for surplus 
and a tariff for trusts.
Said h e : “ The internal revenue 
yields, in round numbers, one hundred 
and twenty millions of revenue to the 
Government. The annual surplus is 
only about sixty millions; so that if all 
the internal revenue laws were repealed 
it would leave a deficiency in our taxes 
of sixty millions a year. What is this 
deficiency to be raised from ? Shall we 
reimpose a tax on tea and coffee. No. 
There is not a man here who would 
yetax coffee to untax whiskey. Shall 
we increase the duties on woolen goods 
rice or sugar? No, for the people 
would not and should not tolerate such 
legislation. Then we have to select 
the subjects from which we will remove 
taxes; and in view of the fact that we 
cannot repeal the internal revenue sys­
tem, we have to determine whether 
we will reduce the tax on whiskey or 
the tax on clothing; the tax on whiskey 
or the tax on sugar. In other words 
reduce the tax on that without which 
men can live and prosper, or upon that 
which is assential to their very comfort 
and existence, and it narrows itself 
down to a contest between the drunk­
ard’s belly and the poor man’s back.
In that fight I do not hesitate to say 
that I espouse the cause of the back, 
and defy the world, the flesh, and the 
devil.”
After analyzing the bill Mr. McMillin 
stated that it would reduce the revenue 
more than $1.25 to every individual or 
$6 to every family in the United States, 
and he declares that the plain, simple 
question presented to the House was :• 
“ Will we continue to board up a cor­
rupting surplus or will we leave it in 
the pockets of the people, where it just­
ly belongs?”
Protection was the keynote of Re­
presentative Burrows speech, which 
gave great satisfaction to his Republi­
can friends- He said our tariff to-day 
is confessedly protective in that it is 
levied, not for revenue only, but to 
encourage American industry, and to 
protect American labor. He closed with 
an appeal to the new South, born of the 
throes of war, but now full of courage 
and hope, her loins girt for a new race, 
her heavens aglow with the break of a 
new day, warning her that the Mills 
tariff bill boded only disaster to her.
• Plain F ac ts  About W oolens.
people of the State are taxed $10,000,- 
000 per year, or $2 for every man, 
woman and child. Take the woolgrow- 
ers of Pennsylvania as a body, and they 
would make vastly by free wool in the 
cheapened woolens they consume. Is 
there reason or justice in such taxation? 
The necessities of the past have perish­
ed with the past, and the new duty of 
to-day is the largest latitude in free raw 
materials for our manufacturers. They 
are paralyzed by taxation. Their raw 
materials are severely taxed, and thus 
diminish the value of wages paid to 
workingmen ; the cost of their products 
limits them to their home market and 
lessens consumption by the needless 
high price to consumers, and there must 
be relief to our manufacturers by fiee 
raw materials, of which free wool is 
vastly the most important. Why shall 
it not be done I
Transplanting a Rabbit’s Eye.
Dr. L. Webster Fox, ophthalmic sur­
geon of the Germantown Hospital, on 
Sunday last performed the rare surgical 
feat of substituting a portion of the eye 
of a rabbit for a part of the eye of a 
human patient. The operation has only 
been performed twice, and both were by 
Professor Yon Hippie, of Griessen, 
Germany, and Dr. Fox witnessed one 
of the two operations. The subject 
yesterday was a servant girl whose 
sight was obscured by an opaque sur­
face, resulting primarily from inflamma­
tion. The patient and the rabbit were 
both subjected to anseuhetics, and an 
exceedingly' delicate instrument with a 
clockwork attachment was used for the 
purpose of boring into the eye. The 
point where a piece of the human eye 
was removed is directly in front of the 
pupil, and the piece substituted was 
taken from the corresponding point in 
the rabbit’s eye. The rabbit, being a 
strictly herbaceous animal, is consider­
ed harmless so far as having any con­
taminating effect on the human blood. 




Wife (at dinner). I ’ve a treat for you 
to-night, John, in the shape of some 
beautiful strawberries.”
Husband (dubiously). I ’m afraid, my 
dear; that strawberries in April are too 
extravagant for u s ; and, moreover, I 
had a very hearty lunch and don’t feel 
like eating anything.”
Wife (disappointed). “What did you 
have for lunch John?”
Husband. “ Spring lamb and mint 
sauce.”— The Epoch.
SHE WAS “ h ’INGLISH.”
Some Buffalonians seated at aboard- 
inghouse breakfast, suddenly lost their 
appetite on hearing the following con­
versation between the landlady and the 
maid of-all-work :
Maid. “The canary is dead’ mum.” 
Mistress. “ What did you do with it?” 
“Threw it into the hash box.”
The boarders left their hash untasted 
and didn’t feel easy until they learned 
that the new girl was English, and that 
she had deposited the dead bird in the
receptacle intended for ashes__New
York Star.
The New York Sun says:—A Con- 
neticut man tells this story of a remark­
able exhibition of nerve by a profession­
al sneak thief. “One day he walked 
into a bank, took off his coat and hat 
and hung them on a nail, put on an of­
fice coat that hung there and walked 
into the rear room which contained the 
vaults. The directors were holding a 
meeting and one sat in front of a door 
blocking the passage. The thief po­
litely asked him to move, and when the 
obliging director did so the man went 
through the door, picked up two of the 
largest bags of gold in sight, cooly 
walked out with them and thief and gold 
were seen no more there .”
A Maine sheriff, who was rather un­
der size was given a right of arrest 
against an Aroostook farmer. Having 
found the owner of the farm in the field 
he explained his business when he was 
requested to read his writ, which com­
menced as usual: “You are hereby 
commanded without delay to take the 
body of,” etc. “All right,” says the 
prisoner, stretching himself out on the 
grass, “ I ’m ready.” “Off, but you don’t 
expect me to carry you ?” “ Certainly 
you must take my body, you know.” 
Will you wait until I bring a team ?(’ 
“Can’t promise. I may recover from 
my fatigue by that time.” “ Well, what 
must I do?” “ You must do your duty.” 
And. there he lay immovable until the 
Sheriff left, when he left also. Did he 
resist arrest?—Lewistm Journal.
S P R IN G  T A L K
RAHN STATION!
C. J. BUCKLEY calls the attention of the pub­
lic to his stock of SPRING GOODS : 
Every department of the store well stocked. 
Goods arriving daily '; prices lower than ever.
BOOT AND SHOE DEPARTMENT.
Gum Boots, best makes, Cander, Woonsoket, 
and Celebrated Duck, 82.50 per pair.
Men’s Gum Shoes, best make, 50c. per pair
Boys’ “ “ 40c. “
Ladies “ “ 85c. “
Children’s “ “ . 80c. “
Men’s French Calf Shoes, in Button, Lace or 
Congress, 82.50-per pair, sold elsewhere at $3. 
Men’s Medium Weight Calf Shoes, from fil.25 to 
§2.00 per pair.
Men’s Every day Plow Shoes, §1.00 to §1.25 per 
pair.
The above grades are all first-class and bar­
gains at the price. .We bought them direct 
from the manufacturers, and can save you the 
middle man’s profit.
LADIES’ AND CHILDREN’S SHOES. 
Ladies’ Peb. Button, Solid, §1.25, worth §1.75. 
Ladies’ Kid, Hand-worked Button Holes, §2.00, 
worth $2.50.
Misses’ Morocco, Hand-worked" Button Holes, 
§1.65, worth $2.00.
Children’s Solar Tip Shoes, in all sizes, Spring 
Heel and Common Heel, 25 per cent, less 
than regular price.
Infant Shoes, 40c., worth 50c.
Better ones, 70c., worth $1.00.
DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT.—This depart­
ment is filled with seasonable things : Ladies’ 
Suitings, Creapelir.es, Seersuckers, Dress Ging­
hams, Wool Stripes and Plaids, Ladies’ Kid 
Gloves, Silk Gloves, Lisle Thread Gloves, Mus­
lins, Sheetings, Bleached and l  nbleached, at 
wholesale prices.
V sT  Have you visited our Queensware, Glass­
ware and Tinware Department !—Second floor, 
rooms No. 1 and 2. Our Hardware and Grocery 
Department is well stocked with everything you 
want or can think of. Men’s Spring Hats, lat­
est styles and shapes. We have a large invoice 
of seed potatoes coming direct from Prince Ed­
ward Island, which we will sell by the barrel or 
bushel. Garden Seeds of all kinds, in bulk or 
packages. Liverpool Salt by the car load ; 
Coarse and Fine Cement, Calcine”Plaster, Sand, 
Paints, Oils, Putty, Glass (any size cut to or­
der), Rims, Shafts, Spokes, &c., &e.
C Q L L E G E Y I L L E
FURNITURE
WARE-ROOMS.
Tire undersigned is now ready to 
servg the public, and kindly invites 
everybody, old and young, to call and 
inspect the complete stock o f FU RNI­
TU RE and IIO USE FU RNISH ING  
GOODS in stock. A recital o f  the 
varieties and grades o f goods and prices 
would be tedious. “Seeing is believing," 
and a visit to our Wardrooms will give 
you the evidence required before mak­
ing your purchases.
BEDROOM  S U IT E S  in Walnut, 
Ash, and Oak, and all the cheaper 
grades. Bedsteads from $2.50, up.
PARE LOR FU RNITURE,allstyles 
and grades, including Plush and Hair 
Cloth.
Mattresses, Pillows and Bolsters, 
Window Shades and Fixtures.
Remember, everything in stock 
from  the minor to more important arti­
cles o f Furniture and Housefurnishing 
Goods. You can't go wrong, no matter 
what you want, by giving us a call.
Picture and Looking Glass Frame? 
o f every description. Reframing Pic­
tures, Glasses, &c.,one o f our specialties.
A long experience as a wood worker 
enables us to know just wliat we buy and 
and just what we sell. You will get just 
what you buy, and the fu ll  worth of your 
money.
Ç. J. B U C K L E Y ,
P. O. Ironbridge. Rahn Station, Pa.
L E O P O L D ’S
New Goods!
All kinds o f Repairing and Uphol­
stering done promptly at the Lowest Pos­
sible Figures. Upon notice furniture 
to be repaired will be taken to my work­
shop and returned free o f charge, or 
the repairs, i f  desired, will be made at 
the residence o f the customer.
Some of the colors of our new dress goods are 
goblin blue, steel blue, gendarme blue, navy 
blue, laly blue, terracotta, mahogany, wood 
brown, cinnamon, tan, steel, stone, slate, gray, 
moss green, serpent, sage green, olive green, 
Nile green, cardinal, garnet and many mixtures, 
check* and stripes in such a happy combination 
of shadings that it is impossible to describe the 
effect. Some of the new materials are Henri­
etta finish, cashmere fine all wool, French, at 50 
and 62% cents. Fine Henriettas in many shades 
at 75 cents ; very fine Henriettas worth $125 
for $1.00.* Finest French Almas, imported, sold 
by some houses at $1.50, for $1.25. These are 
the finest all wool colored dress goods sold in 
Pottstown.
Serges 50 cents to 87% cents.
Fine and fashionable Cashmeres 95 cens to
$ 1. 00.
Sebastapools, Bieges, Armures,Taffetas, Broad 
Cloths, and a hundred other things difficult to 
name.
Tricots, fully 1 yard wide, at 75 cents, and a 
regular 50 cent quality at 37% cents, and the 
62% cent grade at 50 cents. Many new choice 
shades.
New French Sateens, choice styles, same goods 
as are retailed in the leading Phila. stores at 37% 
cents, we sell at 35 cents ; and a fine quality in 
choice patterns at 25 cents.
All the regular 15 cent satines 12% cents in 
the newest Freuch styles.
We show the largest variety of Fine Black 
Dress Goods in town. We keep the best make 
of Black Cashmeres and Henrietta« in the world, 
bought direct Jrom the large importers.
We can show yon the finest quality of All 
Wool Henriet a ever imported. It is over 
yards wide, coun s 104 twills to the inch and is 
but $1.75 per yard. Our $1.00 Black Henriettas 
sell rapidly. Our new Black Silks are all war­
ranted not to cut or break, from $1.00 up to $2.00.
Special bargains in Silks of many kinds, in­
cluding Rhadamos, Rha zameres, Surahs, Ar­
mures, Faillies and Mervieliux.
We have a new line of Black Silks. 40 inch 
lace Bouncings for dresses, in Spanish Guipure 
and Chantilli at $1.65, $2.00, $2.75, $3.00, $3.75, 
and $4 00.
New Jet Trimmings at 50 cents to $6.00 per 
yard.
New Gimp Trimmings in Worsted, Silk and 
Tinsel.
New Jersey Coats, New Corkscrew Coats, New 
Wraps, New Coat Cloths, New Cassimeres, Cov­
ered Buttons made to order.
The best sewing machine yet made is the 
Standard. It has a rotary shuttle, it sews 1500 
stitches while others sew 1000, and is much 
quieter doing it. We guarantee to stitch 100 
yards on the Standard in less time than any 
other machine, with the old style shuttle will 
stitch 75 yards. Two Standards each running 
at the rate of 1500 stitches per minute, make 
less noise than one old style machine making 
but 750 stitches per minute. The Standard 
shuttle revolves on its own centre, and is wheel 
shaped, other machines have shuttles which 
must start and stop twice to make every stitch, 
causing great friction noise and shaking. The 
Standard Sewing Machiue is far ahead of other 
lock-stitch machines as the circular saw is ahead 
of the gig saw. The Standard we truly believe 
will be better at the end of ten years* usage than 
most other machines at the end of 5 years. Don’t 
think of buying an old machine until you have 
seen this greatest invention in the sewing ma­
chine line.




O N L Y  A  W O R D
----- WITH YOU YOUNd------
HOUSEKEEPERS!
As well as to Old Househeepers desir- ' 
ing to Replenish with
NEW GOODS
— AT—
Having laid in a good stock of General House­
furnishing Goods, we can show you a
Nice - Line ■ of - Furniture
Such as Walnut, Ash and Painted Suit-s, Parlor 
Suits,Lounges, cheap ; Walnut, Ash and 
Painted Sideboards ; Common and Piece 
Top Mirrors ; Walnut and Ash Extension Ta­
bles; Cane and Wood-seat Chairs, cheaper than 
ever ; Bureaus, Centre Tables, Rockers, Cot­
ton and Woven Wire Mattresses, with latest 
improvements.
JUST RECEIVED A NEW LOT OF
H e r ;  ani ( t o n a r e ,  Lamps, t o
Latest Styles and Patterns, at Remarkably 
Low Figures.
DRY GOODS
Such as Sheetings, Muslins, Table Linens, 
Blankets, Cassimeres, Towelings, <fcc.
Also constantly on hand a nice line of
Choice Groceries, Hats, Caps,
Carpets, Paints, Oils, Varnish eil, Clocks, Hard­
ware, &c.
Thanking our many patrons for past favors 
and soliciting your future orders, I remain re­
spectfully yours,
-A. SIMPLE Q,TJESTIOLT
I ask the readers o f this valuable paper this simple question : Is it not common sense to pat­
ronize Home Trade ? Everybody says Yes I
Then why go to the larger towns and cities and pay even more for goods than you pay when 
you buy at my * •
STO RE A T PROVIDENCE SQUARE ?
I f  you want a SUIT of CLOTHING, of, any style, size and price, yon can select from a large 
assortment, and I can show you as fine and varied stock of samples as you ever saw from one of the 
largest Cloth Houses in New York. Satisfaction guaranteed. And what more can you ask ?
Great V ariety  of Staple and Fancy Dry Goods I
Shoes to suit everybody. Hats to please gentlemen, arid boys, too. The best GROCERIES. 
Queensware must be seen to be appreciated. A full line of the best English ware direct from 
England. 98 Pieces—fine selection of new shapes—for $9.95.
I f  you want a pump you can get it manufactured by the Goshen Pump Co., Indiana.
You will find a General Stock of Merchandise usually kept in a Country Store, and prices will 
compete with town or county stores. Come see us and be convinced. Very respectfully yours,
J O S E P H  G ,  G O T W A L S ,  
r a o x r iio iE is r a iE  s t o r e .
CTTJST ARRIVED I
&  THE SNAG - PROOF BOOT ! : g
Which is far superior to regular gum boots. This boot is made with a centre of cotton duck with 
coatings of rubber, so incorporated into the fibre of the duck, by heavy machinery, as to make 
a water proof material that stands the severest test of wear, and renders it next to impossible 
for them to crack, or to be cut or torn from contact with rough or sharp surfaces. Also a 
large st-ock of
ro es-F R E E D ’S CELEBRATED BOOTS AND SHOES!
Every pair warranted to give entire satisfaetion. An elegant assortment oi
L adies’ and Children’s F in e Shoes.
£ l decided bargain in B ed  B lankets :
All-wool Blankets for $4.00 ; a heavy Colored \y .  Blanket, only $2.60. HORSE BLANKETS from 
80c. up. Latest styles of Men’s and B< ys’ STIFF HATS. You should see our Men’s FUR CAPS, 
ODly $1.50 ; they are beautiful. Ladies’ Gossamers, only 75c. Ladies’ Knit Hoods, direct from 
factory, only 75c. Sellersville Knit Jacket for Men, $2.50 to $3.50.
Groceries are a ll Choice and W ell Selected !
Fine flavor all-sugar Syrup, 50c. gallon ; New Orleans Molasses, 70c. gallon ; full cream Cheese, 
16c. per pound ; Rolled Avena or Oats, 5 pounds for 25c. ; splendid Rio Coffee, 25c. per pound. 
Elegant Chinaware and Glassware given away with Best Mixed Tea, 15c. quarter pound. Beautiful 
Glassware actually worth price oi Baking Powder goes with one pound, 60c. Valencia Raisins, 10c. 
Seedless Raisins, Citron and Currants.
Sole agent for John Lucas’ and Felton Run and Libby’s ready mixed PAINTS. Quality guaranteed.
Full line of Hardware, Drugs,-Glass, Oils, Varnishes, Cement, Plaster Paris, and in fact everything 
that is kept in a first-class country store.
AtW. P. Fenton’s, Collegeville.
t COLLEGEVILLE DRUG STORE.
U L B E R T ’S
COUGH SYRUP for Colds, Croup, Coughs, &c.
LINIMENT, for Sprains, Burns, Frosted Feet, &c 
WORM SYRUP, Pleasant, Safe and Effectual.
CAMPHOR CREAM, a sure remedy for Chapped Hands and Face, and Pains on
Chest resulting from Colds. —
VANDERSLICE’8 SPAVIN CURE, an Effectual Remedy.
SACHLO, for Removing Greese, Paint, &c., from clothing. 
Old Fashioned Palm Soap for Chapped and Rough Hands, making them smooth and soft. Abso­
lutely Pure Black Pepper and other Spices. Prime Sweet Marjoram. Best Head-light Oil, 150° 
fire test. ■
JOSEPH -W. CULBERT.
A P E R  !
All our new Spring Styles 
are now in stock.
All NEW GOODS in a NEW  
STORE.
All Old Goods Closed Out 
at Auction.
ELEGANT WHITE BACK PAPERS, 5, 9. 10, 12c. per Piece. ELEGANT GOLD PAPERS 
15e., 30c. per Piece. ELEGANT GOLD EMBOSSED PAPERS, 85c., $1.00 per Piece. 
FELTS AND INGRAINS, 20c., 60c. per Piece.
LINCRUSTA WALTON !
Samples and Estimates Sent. Free. Experienced Workmen sent to all parts o f the City and 
Country. All Goods Warranted Free from Asenie, Perfect and Full Length.
I M I -  M E R I O - A I i T ,




T IE  LAM EST LIKE
E V E R  OFFERED  -:- IN  
NORRISTOW N,
At Prices Lower than Ever !
The undersigned calls especial attention to his large and select assortment o f Carpets, &c., 
from all the leading makers in the couutry, consisting of
V E L V E T S , B R U SSE LS, TA P E STR IE S, 3 - PLYS, DAMASKS, 
EX-SUPERS, SUPERS , C. C. SUPERS, UNIONS, 
C O TTAG E, COTTONS, RAG, &c., kc.
— COLLEGEVILLE— IS A A C  K U L P , Rugs, Rugs, Rugs. A r t  Squares, A r t  Squares !
personal qualities are highly spoken of. 
The President has done well.
T h e  supreme authorities o f  the Pres­
byterian and Methodist churches will 
soon meet—the Methodist General 
Conference in New York and the 
Presbyterian General Assembly in 
Philadelphia. The matter of reuniting 
the forces of said churches, North and 
South, will be taken into consideration. 
As is well known sectional issues be­
fore the war divided the churches, 
North and South, and both sides were 
sure that Jehovah was on their side in 
the conflict, and that the Bible sanc­
tioned slavery and that the Bible did 
not sanction slavery. To an outsider 
it seems that it is high time a recon­
ciliation was effected.
W A SH IN G TO N  L E T T E R .
From our regular correspondent.
W a sh in g to n , April 27, 1888—Tariff 
talk is what the visitors to the galleries 
of the House of Representatives hear 
these days, and what they will continue 
to hear for the next two months. De­
bate on the tariff bill was resumed on 
Tuesday last, and the galleries were 
almost as much crowded on that day, 
as on the day Chairman Mills opened 
the contest.
From the Philadelphia Times.
The sixty million people of the Union 
consume an average of $lo of woolen 
goods each year, and the northern forty 
of the sixty millions consume much the 
larger amount per head. In Philadel­
phia the cost of woolens is not less 
than $12 per capita, making an aggre­
gate of $12,000,000 annually paid for 
woolen fabrics or $60,000,000 in the 
aggregate paid-by the State of Pennsyl­
vania. I t  is admitted that with free 
raw materials for our woolen manufac­
tures, there could be a reduction of 
more than twenty per cent, on the cost 
of woolen fabrics to consumers without 
reducing wages or legitimate profits of 
manufacturers, and why shall it not be 
done? With free wool, as the Repub­
lican leaders practically made it in the 
interest of protection and domestic in­
dustries in 1857, not only would the 
consumers of the city save over 
$2,000,000 per annum and the consum­
ers of the state over $10,000,000, but 
labor would be doubly protected by 
cheapened necessaries of life and by en­
larged markets and multiplied demand 
for industry, while the manufacturer 
would have full protection and increas­
ed markets. Why shall not these ad­
vantages be attained ? The wool pro­
duct of Pennsylvania is steadily declin­
ing. I t fell off ten per cent, during the 
last year: it is now less than a million 
pounds, and is a product, chiefly in­
cidental to agriculture, that does not 
bring a gross return of $500,00(\ to the 
growers. On the pretext of protecting 
this chiefly incidental industry, the
SPEC IA L, LOT Roller Mills ! 9feb GRATER’S FORD, PA. DRUGGETS, DRUGGETS i MATTINGS, LINOLEUMS, OIL CLOTHS, SHADES,AND SHADING !
D R E S S  GOODS!
We open to-day an elegant line of New Dress 
Goods. The most desirable styles we have 
ever shown, some of which came from a
JAMBS L . P A IS T , Proprietor.
(SUCCESSOR TO E. PAIST.)
HIGH GRADE
COAL,, COAL.
A full supply of Coal of all sizes constantly on 
hand, from the best mines In the 
Schuylkill Region.
CURTAIN POLES AND CURTAINS, &c.f &c.
Carpets made and put down in the country at the same prices as in the town, by an Experi­
enced Upholsterer, who thoroughly understands his business. We ask you to examine our facilities. 
We are sure
We can Prove You can Save Money 1
large sale In New York and are very 
much under the regular prices.
THESE GOODS ARE
OF THE FINER QUALITIES !
MEDIUM AND LOW PRICED.
One lot of Small and Medium Checks—a real 
bargain at 14c. per yard, never sold under 20c.
One lot Cloths—choice sty les; price 40c., have 
been 50c.
One lot of the finest quality Small Checks, all 
wool, 1\£ yds. wide, at $1.00 per yard ; have 
been sold in Philadelphia this season at $1.50 
per yard.
M O R G A N  W R IG H T ,
K E Y S T O N E  STO RE,
April 12, ’88. NORRISTOWN, PA.
ROLLER FLOUR !
FULL STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF
MILL FEED ALWAYS ON HAND.
F O R T Y  POUNDS OF E L  O U R  
Exchanged fo r  a Bushel of.
Good Wheat.
Highest Cash Prices paid for the various grains.
Wheat Wanted at all Times
Cash will be invariably expected when flour, 
feed, &c., is delivered.
Favor us with your orders.
JAMES l .  PAIST, Collimile, Pa.
BY BUYING YOUR CARPETS, &C., AT
I. H. B R E N D L IN G E R ’S
Nos. 76, 78, 80 & 82
r EAST ■ MAIN - STREET,
N O R R IST O W N , P A .
-----  ALL GRADES OF -----
Flour p| Feed
PROMPTLY DELIVERED AT THE 
LOWEST PRICES.
Cora, Oats, Chop Cora, Coll Meal,
Cracked Corn, Middlings, Screenings, Bran, 
Cotton Seed Meal, Barley Sprouts, and 
everything usually kept in a flour 
and feed store................ Also
Clover and Timothy Seed,
Seed Corn, Seed Oats, Lime, &c.
1 ^ “Agent for Williams and Clark’s Phosphates.
YARD AND WAREHOUSE :
Oaks Station. Perk. R. R.
3 29 ly  FRANK REES.
A GENTS W ANTED
BEST SUBSCRIPTION BOOK FEINTED,
Dunning’s Farm Ledger and
Historical Accountant.
300 pages, 9x13, weighs 3#  lbs; 220 pages 
ruled to suit 32 different accounts and re­
cords. One hour's timq each month will keep 
them in order. Complete Law Guide for farmers, 
with all necssary Legal Forms, History of Grains, 
Uuequaled Medical Department, Things Worth 
Knowing, Postal Law Statistics, and Scrap Book. 
Splendid Map of the State in which the book is 
sold. Also United States Map. Complete Refer­
ence and Financial History of eachyear’s business 
No previous experience needed. The book sells it­
self. Price $8.00. Ruled to last 12 years. Liberal 
commission and special territory given. Send for 
circulars. Lady agents wanted; also farmers’ boys 
and girls. INDUSTRIAL PUBLISHING CO.,
31 State St,, Detroit, M ica
22mar
rpHE SPRING SESSION OF
Washiiton Hall- Calleiiate M ta t e
Began on MONDAY. MARCH 12th, and w ill 
continue until The 15th of June. Pupils may 
enter at any time during the session, and will be? 
charged from date of entrance. For circularsf 
address the principal,
D. L. RAMBO, A. M., Trappe, Pa*
R A N T E D  !
Money to invest in first mortgages on real 
estate, best rates o f interest and gilt-edgeefi 
security. Address, DAVID SPRINGER, 
Real Estate and Insurance Agt., Royersford, Pa.
Providence Independent.
Thursday, M ay 3, 1888.
KRMS:—$1.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.
This paper has a larger circulation 
i.n this section o f the county than any 
>fher paper published. As an adver­
tising medium the “ Independent" ranks 
among the most desirable papers, having 
a large and steadily increasing circula 
tion in various localities throughout the 
county.
It is the aim o f the editor and pub­
lisher to make the “ Independent” one of 
the best local and general newspapers 
in the county, or anywhere else, and to 
this end we invite correspondence from  
every section.
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
We publish the following schedule gratuitously 
for the convenience of our readers.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as
fo llo w s :
FOR PHILADELPHIA AND POINTS SODTH.
Milk.............................................................. 6.47a. m,
Accommodation....................................   .8.03 a. m,
Market...........................................................1.22 p. m,
A c co m o d a tio n .................... ................. '.. .7.12 p. m,
FOR ALLENTOWN AND POINTS NORTH AND WEST.
Mail.............................................................. 6 47 a. m.
Accomodation........................ / . . . . . . .  ..9.14 a. m.
Market.......................................    3.15 p. m.
Accommodation..........................................6.47 p. m.
SUNDATS— SOUTH.
Milk..........................................................., .6.56 a. ml
Accomodation...................       .4.46 p. m.
NORTH.
Accommodation..................................  9.31 a. m.
Milk................................................................ 5.41 p. m.
Hom e F lashes and S tray Sparks 
From  Abroad.
—From Winter to Summer in a day 
or two is considerable of a jump, but 
nevertheless
—The trees are blossoming,
—̂ And the air is laden with sweet 
perfume.
—No wonder, therefore, if the minds 
of gay lads and lassies turn lightly to 
thoughts of love—and front gate op­
portunities.
—White hats and trouserloons, stand- 
up collars, and walking sticks, are 
about to distinguish the fashionable 
Lotharios of some latitudes.
—The entertainment by the Wren 
Combination in Gross’ ball, last Thurs­
day evening, didn’t attract quite a full 
bouse. The performance was passably 
good.
—It is well enough to transfer dirt 
from the gutter to the middle of the 
road, but the transfer of stones, all 
sizes, is an utter abomination. Come, 
fellow citizens, why not do the work of 
road-makiDg right while you are about 
it ? You know how, why not act up to 
your abilities ?
* —The first rye head reported this 
season in this locality was taken from 
J . W. Rosenberry’s grain field,’ near 
Yerkes.
—The Spring meeting of the Penn­
sylvania Forestry Association will be 
held at the hall at N. E. corner of 
Thirteenth and Locust streets, Phila., 
this (Thursday) evening at 8 o’clock.
—J. H. Richard opened the ice 
cream season Saturday evening. As 
an ice cream manufacturer Mr. Rich­
ard stands up front.
— Business is quite brisk at the 
works of the Roberts Machine Com­
pany, this place. . Their improved 
threshing and other agricultural ma­
chinery is bound to take the lead. The 
Company have just issued a discriptive 
catalogue of twenty-four pages. The 
priming of the same was done at this 
office.
—Our good-natured friend Jacob 
Fuss has been appointed postmaster at 
Grater’s Ford, to succeed Samuel Cas- 
sel. We don’t know whetUer Jacob is 
solid for Cleveland, or not, but he will 
be an efficient postmaster, and that’s of 
more importance, after all.
—The early morning bird concerts 
are delightful, but since the price of 
admission is early rising, the concerts 
are missed by some people.
—It may be stated as a matter for 
record that this year as late as the 21st 
of April snowbanks ten feet high 
bloc aded the highways in some parts 
of Northampton county, and that the 
snow lay tWo feet on a level in many 
of the gardens of that section.
—F. P. Faringer has in stock at the 
Collegeville Mills and at his farm, near 
by, all of Trinley’8 high grade fertil­
izers and fertilizers of other munlac- 
turers.
—D. H. Casselberry arrived at bis 
stables, near this place, Tuesday morn­
ing with another lot of Virginia horses, 
ol right shape, color, action, &c. Go 
and see them. *
—The Langhorne (Bucks county) 
Standard, published by the Fetterolf 
Brothers, has been considerably en­
larged and improved in appearance. 
It is a wide awake local newspaper and 
fully deserves the measure of success it 
bas attained.
—John B. Miller of Fort Wayne, 
Indiana, is visiting bis brother Jesse 
Miller, this place. This is the first 
meeting of the brothers within a period 
of 42 years. A long separation, that.
—The Apron Bazaar, under the 
auspices of the ladies of the Episcopal 
-church, at the lower Evansburg school 
bouse, was a decided success, and the 
Jadies leel thankful for the patronage 
received.
—At the reorganization of the Men- 
nonite .Sunday school, near Yerkes, 
last Sunday afternoon, the following 
officers were elected : Superintendent, 
James G. Detwiler ; Assist. Supt., A. 
C. Lao-.es ; treasurer, J0U11 G. G**l- 
wals.
Anniversary,
The anniversary of the Y. P. A., 
will be held in St. Luke’s Reformed 
church, Trappe, on Thursday evening, 
June 14. Prof. Hendricks, of Ursinus 
College, has been engaged to deliver 
the anniversary address. The program 
in full will be published later on.
Surprise Party.
Miss Laura Kraft, of Evansburg, 
was the recipient of a surprise party, 
on Monday evening last. Quite a num­
ber of her friends from Collegeville and 
Evansburg were present. A very en­
joyable time was had; the principal 
amusement being the “Donkey Game.” 
After refreshments, which were served 
at a late hour, the party adjourned re­
solving to meet again at some future 
time.
Commencement.
The annual commencement of the 
schools of Lower Providence will be 
held on Thursday evening, May 10, in, 
the lecture room of the Presbyterian 
church. In addition to the usual ex­
ercises addresses will be delivered by 
Prof. A. T. Smith of West Chester 
Normal School, and Superintendent 
Hoffecker. The diplomas will be pre­
sented by Dr. M. Y. Weber, President 
of the Lower Providence School Board.
A Hot Day.
There was no division of opinion in 
regard to the beat pressure of last Sun­
day. Everybody agreed, without argu­
ment, that it was hot. Abram Beard, 
of the middle ward, took the pains to 
record the fluctuations of his trusty 
thermometer in the shade, and here 
they are : 9 a. m., 82 ; 10 a. m., 84 : 
12 in., 90 ; 4 p. m., 92 ; 7 p. m., 80. 
He says it was the hottest April Sun­
day in seventy years.
$11,500.
The jury, in the matter of freeing 
the Black Rock Bridge, agreed Thurs­
day evening to report in favor of an 
award of $11,500 for the bridge struc­
ture. There is some doubt" as to 
whether the Bridge Company will ac­
cept the award. The managers place 
the original cost of the structure at 
$25,000, and that allowing 80 per cent, 
for depreciation the present value is 
$16,000.
Behind the Bars.
Samuel T. Young, horse thief and 
incendiary, i§ at Fort Scball awaiting 
a trial at court, having had another 
hearing Friday before Esquire Derr, 
Norristown. He was committed to 
answer on charge of arson and two 
charges of larceny. Having made a 
full confession Young will no doubt be 
speedily convicted at court, and the 
sentence he will receive will not be a 
light one.
Personal.
Mr. Horace Fetterolf and wife, of 
Philadelphia, were visiting relatives in 
this place last Sunday. Mr. Fetterolf, 
who still bolds the position of assist­
ant treasurer in the large publishing 
house of J . B, Lippincott & Soil, w.as 
quite recently wedded, and the newly 
married couple received a hearty wel­
come to the home of the groom Sun­
day.
A  Pleasant Gathering.
Saturday evening April 21, a large 
social gathering met at the residence of 
Mr. Harry Tyson, a well-known citizen 
of Providence Square. After the usual 
greetings and courtesies were exchang­
ed the participants indulged in various 
games and plays. The Fairview Til­
lage Orchestra, under the leadership of 
Prof. John Hartman discoursed most 
excellent music and rendered the oc­
casion very enjoyable to all present.
A  Coincidence.
William Bean, a carpenter, about 50 
years of age, residing on George street, 
Norristown, was badly injured on Wed­
nesday afternoon, last week, at Lans- 
dale where he was engaged with Con­
tractor John Spencer in erecting a 
windmill His cheekbones were broken 
by parts of the machinery falling from 
a height, and his injuries are consider­
ed very serious. By a curious coinci­
dence William Bean’s brother, Pius 
Bean, was killed four months ago in 
Kansas by a windmill accident. Both 
were brothers-in-law of H. W. Kratz, 
Esq., of Trappe.
Killed on the Railroad.
Thomas Furth, aged about 25 years,, 
residing at Conshohocken, and employ­
ed at the cinder crusher at Spring Mill 
met with a terrible and fatal accident 
on Thursday evening. He started with 
a companion to walk home on the Penna 
Schuylkill Valley Railroad after work 
hours, and was struck by the up pass­
enger train which leaves Philadelphia at 
5.50 and so badly injured that he died 
while being removed to his borne. The 
other man made a narrow escape by 
jumping down over a high bank. Furth 
Jeaves a young wife to mourn his loss.
W h y the License was Refused.
The following is from a report of the 
court proceedings at Norristown last 
week : “The application of Allen H. 
Heist for a wholesale liquor store at 
Mont Clare is refused. The applicant 
resides in Btfcks county and entrusts 
his liquor store to the care of a man 
who has been habitually violating the 
law by selling to minors and to persons 
of intemperate habits. The positive 
testimony in this ca§e leaves U9 no 
alternative but reject this application. 
Other reasons, such as the instance of 
the stolen watch for which liquor was 
given in trade, might also be cited, but 
we deem it unnecessary. The place 
seems to have been carried on more for 
the accommodation of Piicenixville than 
any other place : and the scenes of dis­
order on the bridge caused by this 
house are a reproach to the good name 
of our county. There is, besides, no 
necessity tor a wholesale store at this 
place,”
Improvements.
In addition to the improvements 
about town heretofore announced, we 
take pleasure in stating that J. H. 
Richard is building two capacious bay 
windows to the north and west side of 
his residence, and that Isaac Wanner 
is constructing a neat fence along the 
front of his premises. Other improve­
ments that will further enhance the ap­
pearance of our beautiful village are’on 
the way. Oh 1 that we could include 
a new depot! Ye gods I how much 
longer will that public eye-sore and ag­
gregation of dilapidation stand ?
Doing W ell.
,S. T. S. Wagner, a former proprietor 
of the Collegeville mills and well known 
to many of our readers, is now located 
at Parker’s Ford, along the line of the 
S. V. branch of the Pennsylvania rail­
road, having purchased the mill prop­
erty at that point from the executors 
of the Joshua Zimmerman estate. The 
property includes a large and sub­
stantially constructed dwelling house 
and 29 acres of fertile soil. The mill 
stand is a good one, water power am­
ple, and under Mr. Wagner’s manage­
ment is attracting a steadily increasing 
patronage.
An Appeal for Revolutionary Relics 
for V alley Forge.
The work of repairing and restoring 
Washington’s headquarters, at Valley 
Forge, being completed, the Associ­
ation ask of those interested in this 
noted historic place, contributions re­
lating to our early Colonial history, of 
furniture, paintings, relics, etc., to aid 
in giving to the old headquarters some­
thing of the appearance it wore a cen­
tury ago, when occupied by General 
Washington. Articles can be sent by 
freight or express to headquarters, 
Valley Forge, Pa. By order of the 
Centennial and Memorial Association 
of Valley Forge. Anna M. Holstein, 
Regent.
Honoring an Old Physician.
Dr. Hiram Corson, of Plymouth is 
a veteran in the medical profession. 
As a fitting recognition of his exten­
sive career as a physician, a compli­
mentary banquet, by way of celebrat­
ing his sixtieth anniversary in the ac­
tive practice of medicine, was tendered 
by the Montgomery County Medical 
Society at the Rambo House, Norris­
town, last Thursday evening. There 
were present sixty-five persons, all 
physicians, with the exception of five. 
Dr. Hiram Corson was born October 
8, 1804, and graduated at the Univer­
sity of Pennsylvania in March 1828. 
He is one of the oldest and best known 
physicians in Pennsylvania.
Entertainments.
The closing exercises of the College­
ville schools in Gross’ ball, Saturday 
evening, attracted nearly all the patrons 
of the school, and the ball was well 
packed with humanity. A rather 
lengthy program was presented, and 
the various parts we.re very creditably 
performed, reflecting credit upon pupils 
and teachers alike. Everybody was 
pleased with the exercises, and of 
course we all felt a little proud of our 
children ; the rising generation is 
ahead 1
And what we have remarked of the en-. 
tertainment Saturday evening applies 
with equal fitness to the closing exercises 
of the Star Literary Society of Trappe 
schools in Masonic hall, Tuesday even­
ing. The hall was filled and the exer­
cises throughout were entirely satis­
factory to. pupils, teachers and patrons.
College Notes.
The new library room is finished at 
last, and with its cases already well 
filled with choice literature, history aud 
science, from the Alumni Association 
and literary Societies, makes quite a 
presentable appearance. Prof. Wein­
berger uses it as a recitation room, his 
former habitation being converted into 
a music room.
Mr. John E. Keen returned from 
Philadelphia last Friday with a brand- 
new Star Bicycle. This is the first 
Star wheel that has put in its appear­
ance at Ursinus and is receiving much 
attention from the boys. John is mak­
ing rapid progress in the art of riding 
it.
Athletic sports are gaining interest 
in the hearts of the Ursinus boys. We 
have now a full fledged tennis club, a 
heavy battery on the base ball nine, 
horizontal and parallel bars, and we 
hear rumors that there is a foot ball 
team about being organized. All of 
these, with the exception of the tennis 
club, are under the direction of the 
athletic association.
A new and interesting feature of this 
term’s work will be the mock political 
convention which is to be held- in the 
college Chapel on Friday evening, May 
11. This convention will be conducted, 
as far as is possible, according to the 
rules and regulations by which our 
national conventions are conducted. 
The exercises will be interspered with 
music, consisting of a number of na­
tional a.irs rendered by the different 
delegates, and will be accompanied by 
a full orchestra. The entertainment 
will be free and Open to all who desire 
to come and hear the many flaming 
nomination speeches which will doubt­
less be made. Do not miss it.
The Ursinus orchestra and male 
quartette furnished the music at the 
first anniversary of the Y. W. C. T. U. 
-of Norristown, last Thursday evening. 
According to the reports in the Nor­
ristown papers we may well suppose 
that our musicians acquitted themselves 
in a manner creditable to themselves 
and the college.
Mr. E Calvin Rust, a junior theolog­
ical student, left college last Wednes­
day  for bis home in Tiffin, Ohio.
Mr. T. C. Strock, ’85, has received a 
call from the Tinicum charge, Bucks 
county, the place just vacated by Rev. 
H. A. Bomberger, ’84, who has gone to 
York, S m a d a .
FRO M  G R A T E R ’S FO R D .
One day last week while Daniel R. 
Landis was at Shoemaker’s mill, his 
horses ran away. Mr. Landis went 
into the mill, leaving the team stand 
for a  very short time, and when he re­
turned he found his team was gone. 
The horses ran about a half mile before 
they were caught. Fortunately no 
serious damage was done.
Efforts are being made to start a 
literary society in this place. .They 
have a fair number of members and 
others who are willing to lend a help­
ing band in the advancement of liter­
ary culture.
We are sorry to say that Mr. Moyer, 
who proposed erecting a creamery at 
this place this spring, died last wee’k 
at the residence of his brother at 
Yerkes Station. His funeral took place 
on Tuesday last.
Mrs. Warren Koons, of Allentown, 
spent the greater part of last week 
visiting her mother, Mrs. Ashenfelter.
Milton Barndt returned from Shreve­
port, La., on Thursday morning last. 
He went South to assist in the erection 
of an engine, shipped to that place by 
the West Point Machine Company. 
Mr. Barndt reports a good time, claims 
to have assisted in catching a catfish 
that weighed 95 pounds. A good fish 
story.
Don’t fail to see the stereoptican ex­
hibition at Alderfer’s Hall on Saturday 
evening next. The affair promises to 
be a good one, as the scenes are new, 
many of them being war scenes.
H. D. Alderfer opens his ice cream 
season this week.
Miss Katie Jones of this place was 
led to the Hymeneal Altar on Satur­
day evening last by Nicholas Long, 
also from this place. We wish the 
young couple a joyous and happy 
journey through life. xx.
School Report.
Report of the Trappe Primary School 
for the school month ending April 26, 
1888 : Whole number in attendance 
daring month—males, 19 ¡ females, 12; 
total, 31. Average attendance—males, 
13 ; females, 12; total 25. Per cent, 
of attendance—males, 96 ; females, 99 ; 
total, 97. The following pupils at­
tended every day during the month :— 
Ella Frederick, Edna Livengood, Flor­
ence Livengood, Lillie Dorwortb, An­
nie Yerk, Emma Yerk, Bertha Wismer, 
Leone Rhoades, Daniel Yerk, Carl 
Shuler, Frank Shuler, Charles Ray­
mond Wagner, John H. Rhoades, John 
Custer, Abraham Custer, Gideon Wis­
mer, and John Yerk. The following 
attended every day during the school 
term : Emma Yerk, Annie Yerk, and 
Bertha Wismer. Average attendance 
during term—males, 17 ; females, 12 ; 
total, 29. Number of pupils enrolled 
during term—35. Per cent, of attend­
ance—males, 93 ; females, 96 ; total, 
94. Annie Smith, teacher.
Married.
April 30th, at 12 o'clock, m., at the 
residence of the bride’s parents, this 
place, by Rev. J. H. Hendricks, the 
Rev. E. M. Landis, formerly Professor 
of Hebrew and History at Ursinus Col­
lege, and now pastor of a Presbyterian 
church in Neodisha, Kansas, and Miss 
Emily D., youngest daughter of Dr. 
James Hamer, of Collegeville, Pa. 
Professors Landis and Hyde were the 
gallant ushers on the occasion. The 
gifts to the bride were numerous, costly 
and useful. J . Howard Richard was 
the caterer. The following made up 
the wedding party ■:
Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Hendricks, o f College­
ville ; Dr. and Mrs. James Hamer, Sr., of Col­
legeville ; Dr. aDd Mrs. James Henry Hamer 
and daughters, of Philadelphia ; Mr. and Mrs. 
J. M. Vanderslice, o f Philadelphia ; Master 
Clarence and Miss Mabel Vanderslice, of Phila­
delphia ; Mr. and Mrs. Seth Lukens, North 
Wales ; Miss Carrie Lukens, North Wales ; 
Miss Frances Hamer, Philadelphia ; Miss Anna 
Powers, Bryn Mawr ; Misses May and Maggie 
Zimmerman, Kulpsville ; Mrs. George Bockius, 
Germantown ; Mr. and Mrs. Geo. O. Landis, 
Colebrookdale, Berks county ; Mr. H. Landis, 
Philadelphia ; Rev. H. M. Landis, Bloomfield, 
N. J.; Miss Emma Landis, Colebrookdale ; Mr. 
and Mrs. C. B. Bechtel, Congo, Pa.; I. M. Lan­
dis, New York City ; Mr. O. M. Landis, Cole- 
brrokdale ; Miss Mabel Landis, Colebrookdale ; 
Miss 8. Agnes Shultz, (a former teacher in 
Penna. Female College, now of Colebrookdale ;) 
Miss Irene Heebner, Norristown ; Dr. B. F. 
Place, Norristown ; Mrs. O. P. Smith, Trappe ; 
Miss Alice Bonsall, Evansburg ; Mr. and Mrs. 
F. G. Hobson, Miss Alice Hunsicker, Miss Adele 
Fetterolf, Miss Mary Rimby, Miss Marne E. 
Beard, Miss Minerva Weinberger, Miss Bertha 
Hendricks, Mr. A. H. Hendricks, Prof. A. L. 
Landis, Prof. Edmund Morris Hyde, P t. D., of 
Collegeville.
The groom and bride will visit friends 
in Pennsylvania during May, and early 
in June the bridegroom with his bride 
will return to his pastoral field of labor 
at Neodisha, Kansas.
An Expression of Animal Sympathy
While riding along a country road 
in the environs of Cincinnati, Ohio, 
about the 1st of last October, I noticed 
a remarkable and very amusing display 
of animal intelligence. In a field be­
neath some trees at the bottom of a 
very high hill stood facing each other 
a donkey and a young bull. The bull 
was standing very patiently, slightly 
nodding his head up and down, while 
the donkey, with a rather heavy stick 
about two feet long in his mouth, "was 
scratching his companion’s forehead. 
Once the donkey dropped his instru­
ment, but, without hesitation, lowered 
his head, picked up the club again with 
his teeth, and continued scratching very 
gravely, to the evident satisfaction of 
the bull. . We often see two cows “rub­
bing horns,” and whether this was a 
return for a similar favor from the bull 
or not, the donkey very clearly realized 
his poverty in the matter of horns, and 
happily supplied the deficiency.— Char­
les L. Edwardss Amer. Naturalist.
A servant girl was arrested last week 
for carrying off her mistress’ goods in 
her bustje. When searched it was found 
to contain thirteen pairs of stockings, a 
dozen handkerchiefs and a pair of boots. 
Her employer thinks it is about time 
the bustle should go—and the girl also. I
P L A N T  A  T R E E .
He who plants a tree.
Plants a hope.
Rootlets up through fibres blindly grope ; 
Leaves unfold into horizons free..
So man’s life must climb 
From the clods, of time 
Unto heavens sublime.
Camt thou prophesy, thou little tree,
What the glory of thy boughs shall be ?
He who plants a tree 
Plants a joy ;
Plants a comfort that will never cloy ;
Every day a fresh reality.
Beautiful and strong,
To whose shelter throng 
Creature blithe with song.
If thou couldst but know, thou happy tree,
Of the bliss that shall inhabit thee !
He who plants a tree 
He plants peace.
Under its green curtain jargons cease,
Leaf and zephyr murmur soothingly ;
Shadows soft with 6leep 
Down tired eyelids creep,
Balm of slumber deep.
Never hast thou dreamed, thou blessed tree,
Of the benediction thou shalt be.
He who plants a tree 
He plants youth ;
Vigor won for centuries, in sooth ;
Life o f time, that hints eternity !
Boughs their strength uprear,
New shoots, every year,
On old growths appear.
Thou shalt teach the ages, sturdy tiee,
Youth of soul is immortality.
He who plants a tree 
He plants love ;
Tents of coolness spreading out above 
Wayfarers, he may not live to see.
. Gifts that grow are b e s t ;
Hands that bless are blest ;
Plant ; Life does the rest !
Heaven and earth help him who plants a tree, 
And his work its own reward shall be.
—Lucy Larcum in Youth's Companion.
= i s r  o  t =
B U T  S IM P L Y  A N  ANNOUNCE- 
ME N T  OF F A C T S IN  RE- 
GARD TO OUR IM M EN SE
— STO C K  OF —
DRYGOODS!
For the Spring and Summer Trade of ’88, con­
sisting of a splendid assortment of
Dress Goods, Ginghams, Calicoes,
- Shirtings, Table Linen, &c.
CLOTHS and CASSIMERES
For Suitings for men and boys.
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS JSTeckwear, 
Cuffs, Buttons, Scarf Pins, Laee Pins, Rings, &c.
Just received a large and carefully selected 
stock of the latest styles in
SHOES HATS,
Which we are selling at prices consistent with 
the times.
Glassware, Woodenware, Queensware, 
Hardware, Floor and Table Oil 
Cloth, Window Shades, Wall 
Paper. The best Rubber 
Paints a Specialty.
GROCERIES !
Always the best. Raisins, Peaches, Prunes, 
Currants, Canned Goods, &c., in fact everything 
that is kept in a well stocked country store. 
Yours Respectfully,
fra ra  |  Shellcnbergsr.
r C F A F F F ,  F A .
T H E  OLD STAND
RE-OPENED!
The undersigned has re-opened the the old (Fry) 
Store Stand in upper part of Trappe, with a 
full variety of Store Goods and is pre­
pared to accommodate the public 
in the best manner.
Dry Goods and Groceries
DRESS GOODS, CALICOES,
MUSLINS, GINGHAMS,
TABLE LINENS, TRIMMINGS, 
EDGINGS, &c.
Groceries in assortment, best qualities, all the 
time.
Q ueensw are
— a n d —
C rockeryw are
Large Assortment, latest styles ; Earthenware. 
Hardware—Forks, Rakes, Shovels, 
Spades, &c., &c., &c.
Boots & Shoes
For men, women and children, we defy compe­
tition in styles, prices and qualities. Examine 
our stock before making your purchases.
F . B . R U SH O N G ,
TRAPPE, F A .
AFFLICTED^UNFORTUNATE
AFTER ALL. OTHERS FAIL CONSULT
3 2 9  N. 15th St.f below Callowhlll, Phil«., Pa. 
20 years’experiencein all Special diseases. Perma­
nently restores those weakened by early indiscretions 
Ac. Call or write. Advicefree and strictly confiden­
tial. Hours: 10a. m. till 2. and 7 to 10 evening», 
49~Seud Stamp for Book, *
APRIL AND MAY PRICE LIST
OF COLLEGEVILLE GREENHOUSES.
V e g e t a b l e  P l a n t s . Doz 100 1000
Early Cabbage Plants, trans-







Pepper plants, transplanted, 3
kinds. 18 1 .00
Tomato plants, trans., 6 k ’ds,, 
Sweet Potato plants, red and
12 75 6 .00
yellow, 30 2.50
[Located on the premises formerly owned by 
J. Z. Gotwals, ]4 mile west o f Depot, Col­
legeville.]
SE E D S, P L A N T S  !
ESP”Send for eight-page price list free.
GREENHOUSE AND BEDDING PLANTS :
Coleus, assorted, 2% in. pots, 5c. each ; 50c. 
doz.; $4.00 pea 100. Geraniums, assorted, 3UC 
in. pots, 10c. each ; $1.00 doz.; $7.00 per 100. 
Verbenas, assorted, 2U in. pots, 8c. each ; 50c. 
doz.; $4.00 per 100. Moon ¿’lower, popular sum­
mer vine, 15c. to 30c. Roses, teas and hardy, 
fine stock, 20c. to 50c. Petunia, double fringed, 
purple and white, fine, 10c. to 35c. Begonias, 25 
kinds, from 6c, to $1.00. An immense stock of 
other plants grown, at equally low pj-ices.
1SF" Over 4,000 feet of glass devoted to raising 
plants alone.
Lawn Mowers, very low, ask for prices ; Gar­
den, Field, and Flower Seeds ; Galvanized Wire 
Netting, 1ft. to 6 It. wide ; Garden Implements ; 
Mixed Bird Seed, Lawn Grass Seed and White 
Clover Seed ; Wire Trelises, Bulbs, &e. All or­
ders by mail and those left with the Collegeville 
Bakers will receive prompt attention and be de­
livered free, on their routes.
HORACE RIMBY,
Florist, Seedsman and Vegetable Plant Grower, 
lmar ’ C o l l e g e v i l l e , P a .
pUBLIC SALE OF
FRESH  COWS !
Will be sold at public 6ale, on MONDAY, 
MAY 7, *88, at Perkiomen Bridge hotel, 
20 head ol fresh cows with calves direct 
from York county. Good judgment was 
exercised in the selection of this stock, 
and it will be to the interest o f purchasers to at 
tend sale. Sale at 2 o’clock, p. m., sharp. 
Conditions by
H. II. ALLEBACH.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. I. H. Johnson, clerk*
VEGETABLES I
In addition to growing plants and vegetables, I 
have opened a
SEED EMPORIUM!
Now is the time to lay in a good stock of 
Garden, Field and Flower Seeds, and this is the 
place to get them fresh and pure. I do not handle 
worthless seeds. I will give you as much for 
your money as any other seedsman in the county.
E y T h e  purest seeds do not compete in price 
with what are known to the trade as -‘‘cheap 
seeds.” The county is flooded with such which 
are either reduced in cost by adulteration or by 
defects in their purity or growing qualities, the 
latter being generally the ease. Such seeds will 
always prove dear at any price, because a waste 
of time, loss c f  labor and no crop follows.
My aim and ambition is to supply my custom­
ers with the best that can possibly be produced.
My Increasing trade Is the best evidence that 
my efforts are appreciated.
Plant quotations will be given later.
.Orders by mail and those left at Collegeville 
Drug Store, will receive prompt attention."
. .  Yours truly,
Fiedeirick F rizer,
Seedsman, Grower o f Vegetables and 
Vegetable Plants,
16feb8m COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
pU B L IC  SALE OF
FRESH  CO WS !
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY, 
MAY 3, ’88, at Reiff’s hotel, Ironbridge, 20 
fresh cows with calves, from Lebanon 
county, where the subscriber spared 
neither time nor pains in selecting a lot 
of first-class cows. Sale at 2 o’clock. Condi­
tions by SILAS W. FISHER.
L. II. Ingram, auct. I. H. Johnson, clerk,
COR SALE 1
The most elegible building lots in College­
ville for sale. Apply to J. W. SUNDERLAND. 
tSPH ouses and Lots for sale in Collegeville.
J. W. SUNDERLAND.
COR SALE !
Perkiomen First Mortgage 5 pdr cent. Rail­
road Bonds, in sums from $100 up to thousands. 
Interest payable quarterly at any ticket office 
along the road. These bonds are the best secur­
ed and the most - convenient investment now on 
the market. J. W. SUNDERLAND,
Collegeville, Pa.
STAUFFER,
(SUCCESSOR TO THOMAS LO W N ES,)
Blackiilli, Horse S ta r & I M  Jollier
IRONBRIDGE, PENNA.
New Shoes per set, $1.25. Hand-made Shoes 
at corresponding figures. Moving Shoes, per 
set, 35 cents. F our. wheels set for $1.50. All 
kinds of light and heavy work done in the best 
possible manner. All work guaranteed. Mill 
Picks sharpened and warranted. Give me a 
call. 19ap6m
B O O T S
----- a n d -----
= S H O E S  =
------- AT THE-------
|al|n jtation | f p  |isra !
The undersigned invites your attention to his 
large stock of
Men’s and Boys’, Ladies’ and Children’s Boots, 
Shoes and Slippers.
I can show you as good a stock of all kinds of 
Fine Shoes as you wish to see and at prices 
which can’t be beat.
Freed’s Celebrated Shoes
For Men, Boys, Women and Children for every­
day wear ; have a larger stock of them than 
can be found elsewhere, and at prices which I 
defy competition. Also Shoe Laces, Buttons 
and Fasteners ; Shoe Brashes, Blacking and 
Dressing. Please call and examine before pur­
chasing.
A .  ‘W- LOUX,
I r o n b r i d g e , RAHN STATION, PA.
GREAT BARGAINS
— IN —  ‘
Carriages, Wagons, Harness !
The undersigned has constantly on hand a 
large supply of wagons, carriages, harness,which 
he will dispose of at private sale during the en­
tire season. Has on hand a full stock, includ­
ing every variety of Carriages and Wagons, 
manufactured by S. E. Bailey, Lancaster, Pa.; 
Syracuse Wagon Company, N. Y.; Wilmington 
Wagon Co., Del.; J. H. Birch, Burlington, N.J.; 
the latter being the principal manufactory. Also 
Van Buskirk’s wagons, of Pottstown, Pa. Also 
a full stock of Carts and Buckboards, made in 
Flint and Kalamazoo, Mich., and the Cortlandt 
Mfg. Co., N. Y.; and others» HÖF“ Prices defy 
competition. For workmanship, quality, and 
finish, these wagons and carts are par excellence. 
Large inducements offered to agents who will 
take hold of the above Wagons, in Montgomery, 
Chester and Berks Counties. For terms apply to
A .  IsA L A T JOIK.,
HARTRANFT HOUSE, NORRISTOWN, PA.
PEIRCE COLLEGE of BUSINESS R ecord B u il d in g , N os. 917-919 
CHESTNUT ST., PH ILAD ELPH IA, PA. 
Ladies and gentlemen can enroll at any time 
and will be charged only from date of beginning 
their studies. They are instructed in technical 
knowledge qualifying them for the transaction 
of business and the proper management of busi­
ness affairs. Notable additions have been made 
to the staff of instructors. New positions have 
been created, and the distinctive feature of 
Peirce College of engaging business men and 
book-keepers o f experience only as instructors in 
the business course, has been again vindicated 
by a still further increase of patronage. Ten 
hundred and fifty (1050) students last year. It 
is respectfully submitted that an instructor in 
medical science who has never practiced medi­
cine would be no more out o f place in a staff of 
instructors of a medical college, than a book­
keeper who has never practiced his profession, is 
out of place in a staff of instructors of a business 
college. Call or write for circular and Com­
mencement Proceedings, containing addresses of 
Governors Beaver and Biggs, and Rev. Sam. 
W. Small and Rev. Sam. P. Jones.
THOMAS MAY PEIRCE, M. A.,
Principal and Founder,
MOTICE 1
The annual meeting of the members of the 
Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire gnd Storm In­
surance Company of Montgomery County will 
be held at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel, College­
ville, in said county, on Monday, May 7th, 1888, 
between one and three o’clock, p. m., for the 
purpose of electing thirteen Managers to serve 
for the ensuing year. The Board of Managers 
will meet at same place at 10 o’clock, a. m.
H. W. KRATZ, Secretary. 
Trappe, April 12,1888. 3t.
pERKIOM EN YALLEY
Building and Loan Association.
A new or fourth series will be started on 
MONDAY EVENING, MAY 7, ’88. For shares 
and other information apply to any of the Direc­
tors, or JOHN D. PRIZËR, Treasurer,
Schwenksville, Pa.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary, 
12ap4t • Collegeville, Pa.
MOTICE !
All trespassing upon the premises o f the un­
dersigned, in Lçwer Providence, is hereby strictly 
forbidden. Trespassers will be dealt with ac­
cording to law.
5malm JERRY MULVEY.
gTR IK E COMMENCED !
I have decided to make a redaction in my’ 
prices (from April 2,1888,) for shoeing. I will 
put on four new shoes, all hand-made, of any 
style desired, for $1.20 per set.
W. B. LOGAN, Yerkes Station, Pa.
¥ E W  BLACKSMITH AT
FOEGEDALE 1
The undersigned has taken possession of the 
well-known blacksmith shop (occupied daring 
recent years by Abner Johnson) near Yerkes 
Station, and is fully prepared to do every de­
scription of blacksmith work, including horse­
shoeing and repairing of all kinds of machinery, 
carriages, wagons, &c. All work done in the 
best manner and at reasonable prices^
29mrim CHARLES HEYER.
UOR RENT !
A house with four rooms, one mile east of 
Mont Clare. Apply to
SAMUEL P. GRIFFIN, Yerkes P. O.
UOR SALE !
1000 bundles of eornfodder; 15 tons of 
mixed hay. Apply to L. E. PENNINGTON,. 
Near Areola. Hopkin’s Farm.
p O R  SALE I
A falling-top carriage, good as new ; to be 
sold very cheap for want of use. Apply to 
DR. B. F. PLACE, 
Collegeville, Monday and Tuesday.
’GRANTED !
A man to do general farm work. A good 
home and fair wages. Apply at
THIS OFFICE.
W A N TED  !
Four or five good CARPENTERS for the sum­
mer. Steady work and good wages. Apply to 
or address j .  B. GREGER,
Oaks Station, Perkiomen R. R.
jgSTATE NOTICE !
Estate of Samuel Custer, late of Lower 
Providence township, Montgomery county, de­
ceased. Notice is hereby givèn that letters of 
administration upon said estate have been 
granted to the undersigned, and those indebted 
to the same will make immediate payment, and 
those having claims against the estate will make 
known the same without delay, to
EDWIN C. CUSTER, 
HENRY E. CUSTER,
Lower Providence P. O. Administrators.
Or their attorney,
Joseph Fornance, Norristown, Pa.
The Beal Batata Title t a r a r a
T R U S T  -  C O M P A N Y
OF PHILADELPHIA.
Capital, $500,000, Full Paid.
Insures Titles to Real Estate and Mortgages, 
acts in all Fiduciary Capacities—Executor, 
Guardian, Assignee, &e», and becomes security 
for persons acting as such.
C. TYSON KRATZ,
R E S ID E N T  A T T O R N E Y ,
311 Swede Street, Norristown, Pa.
m o  FARM ERS AND POULTRY R A iSERS. 
1  THOROUGHBRED W YANDOTTE EGGS.
Single settings of 13 eggs, $1.00, 
or more settings, special rates.
For sale by
D .U . CASSEL,
NorritonviUe, Montg. Co., Pa,
aoBaagaae
J . W. ROYER, M, H", SPEAR,
Practising Physician,
T R A IT E , PA,




The strictest attention given to all cases en­
trusted to my care. 14-ap
M Y. WEBER, M. D.,
Practising Physician, •
E  VAN SBÜ RG , PA
Office Hours:—until 9. a. m., 7 to 9 p. m.
W  L. CRATER,
* WITH W. H, BBANCIIORD,
PA PE R  HANGER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Estimates furnished 
and paper supplied. 2feb
P  A. KRUSEN, M. D.,
Homeopathic Physician,
COLLEGE VILLE, PA.
Office- Hours :—Until 9 a. m. ; 1 to 3 p. m. ; 
6 to 8 p. m. 25augtf
T)R. B. F. PLACE,
D E N T I S T ! 1
86 E. Airy Street, NORRISTOWN, Pa. Branch 
Office: COLLEGEVILLE, Monday and Tues­
day . Gas administered.
REMOVED !
N. S. B n a i ,  D. D. S„
209 Swede Street, First house 
below Main St.
NORRISTOWN, PA. (Formerly of Boyertown.)
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of 
Pure Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ether, <fec. Also the 
new process for freezing the gums a miracle. 




No. 8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Jun.25-lyr.
JO SE P H  S T O N E , 
C A R P E T  W E A V E R
COLLEG EVILLE H OTEL, ■
(Formerly Beard nouse.)
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet tor 
sale at reasonable prices.
TYAVID SPRINGER,
"  M a in  S t ., R oyersford , P a .
NOTARY PUBLIC,
Insurance aid Real Estate A p t
AND LOAN BROKER:
Insurance placed for one, three or five years in 
the largest and most reliable Stock Companies, 
at best rates. No assessments. Life and Acci­
dent Insurance policies a specialty. 28aply
IT H. YELLIS,
Carpenter « and « Builder,
GRATER’S FORD, PA.
Estimates for work furnished upon applica­
tion and contracts taken. All orders will re­
ceive prompt attention. All kinds of mill work 
constantly on hand, such as window frames, 
doors, sashes, mouldings, etc. Will be home 
two days in a week, namely TUESDAY and 
FRIDAY, to attend to my customers. My 
prices defy competition. Come and learn my 
prices before you look elsewhere. 12jan6m
jgDWARD E. LONG,
A tto rn ey -a t-L a w ,
No. 4 PENN STREET, TWO DOORS ABOVE 
SWEDE, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Q TYSON KRATZ,
Attorney - at - Law,
3U SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Philadelphia business also attended to.




Land Title and Trust Co. Building, Nos. 608 and 
610 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
Room 23. Take the Elevator.
Can be seen every evening at his residence, 
Colleoeville, Pa. Dec.l7,lyr.
^  I). FETTEROLF,
Justice of the Peace
C O LLEG E V IL L E  Pa.
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent. 
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates.
J O H N  S. HUNSICKER,
Justice of the Peace,
RAHN STATION, PA.
^^Conveyancer and General Business Agent. 
Clerking of Sales attended to. Charges reason­
able. 27jan-
TIG ER  HOTEL,
a 4th and Vine Sts., Philadelphia.
J. W . P L A G I, Proprietor.
This old and popular hotel still furnishes the 
best accommodations for man and beast. The 
bar always supplied with the best liquors and 
cigars. 5aply
gUNDAY PAPERS.
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will 
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along 
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All the Best Grades of Working and Driving 
COLLAR8, at
Detiiler’s, Upper ProiiJeace Square.
Call and examine our stock and ascertain 
prices before going out of your latitude to make 
your purchases. Repairing attended to
promptly. The best material used.
9ST*Head]ight'OU, Cigars and Tobacco.
JO H N  H. CASSELBERRY.
(J4 mile north of Trappe.)
Surveyor and Conveyancer
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by 
mail will receive prompt attention.
Nov8-6m. P. O. Address : Grater’s Ford.
J  P. KOONS,
P ractica l S later I !
BA H N S  S T A T IO N  Pa.
Dealer in every quality o f Roofiing, Flag­
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima­
tes, and prices.
Jolm &. Detwiler.
T H E  B A L D W IN
Carriage Works!
(FORMERLY BLANCHFORD’S)
C O L L EG EV ILLE, F a.
T EWIS WISMER,
Practical Slater !
Collegeville, Pa. Always on hand roofing 
slate and .slate flagging, and roofiing felt. All 
orders promptly attended to. Also on hand a 
large lot of greystone flagging.
[ G. T. MILLER.
u •
CARPEN TER and BUILDER,
TRAPPE PA.
Estimates for work furnished upon application, 
and contracts taken. All orders will be attended 
to promptly. jan .l,’-85,tf.
gDW ARD DAVID,
PA IN TER  and PAPER -H AN G ER ,
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
Sam ples o f  P ap er
Always on hand.
JSAAC LATSHAW,
Painter aai Paper Hanger,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Contracts made and estimates furnished, and 
all work done guaranteed to give satisfaction. 
28jytf
J W. GOTWALS.. Y E  R K  E  S , P A .
------ BUTCHER AND DEALER IN------
B eef,: V eal: a n d : Mutton!
Will serve the citizens of Collegeville and 
vicinity every Tuesday and Friday. apl6-tf
MRS. E. D. LACHMAN,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Attends to. laying out the dead and shroud 
making. Wax flowers made to order. 16sep
The management having been in the Carriage 
Business a number of years in Philadelphia, 
and being accustomed to handling all 
grades of fine work, feels qualified 




In the best possible manner at greatly reduced 
prices. All hew work will be accompanied 
with a written guarantee to be as repre­
sented.
ORDERED W O R M  REPAIRING
Will Receive Prompt Attention.
The patronage of the public, respectfully 
solicited, and a cordial invitation is extended to 
all to call at
The B ali™  Carriage Worts,
20oe COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
P A T E N T S
Caveats and Trade Marks btained, and all Pat­
ent Business conducted for M ODERATE FEES,
Our office is opposite the U. S. Patent Office, 
We bave no sub-agents, all business direct, 
hence can transact patent business in less time 
and at less cost than those remote from Wash­
ington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip­
tion. We advise if  potentable pr not, free of 
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured. 
A book, “ How to Obtain Patents,”  with refer­
ences to actual clients in your State, county, or 
town. Address C. A. SNOW & CO., - 
14oc) Opposite Patent Office, Washington, D. C.
CCRAP IR O N !
The highest cash prices paid for Scrap Cast 
Iron, delivered at the foundry of the
ROBERTS MACHINE WORKS, 
lfijua Collegeville, Pa.
Department of Agriculture.
CULTURE OF BLACKBERRY 
AND RASPBERRY.
Sonic people will drive from thirty 
t i  fifty miles, and spend days of lime 
in their search for wild berries, when a 
much more plentiful supply of better 
quality could have been obtained at 
home by investing half the time aud 
expense in their culture. Blackberries 
and raspberries are not difficult to 
raise. They are quite hardy, and will 
seldom kill if given no protection at all 
in winter. That they do kill down oc­
casionally in an unusually severe win­
ter is no doubt the reason why they 
are not more generally grown in our 
gardens. Although they may not be 
injured for years if allowed to face the 
winter with no covering, it does not 
pay to take chances in this way when 
they can be so easily and cheaply pro­
tected. Their pliable stems can be 
bent down and covered at very, little 
expense.
I t  is qnite an advantage to grow 
them in rows, and the rows in couplets 
abont three feet apart. Between'these 
couplets are wider spaces, say six feet. 
In autumn the two rows are bent in to­
gether, both occupying a single narrow 
space, for which one unbroken strip of 
covering will answer. In the summer 
season the branches may be thrown 
over into the wide spaces, so that the 
narrow ones may be cultivated.
Such bushes are often bent down 
and covered too early in the season. 
Ordinary freezing will not injure them 
iu the least. I t  is not the freezing 
alone that injures them ; it is the al­
ternate freezing and thawing that is so 
fatal to the bushes, and trees, too, for 
that matter. The surface ground ought 
to be well frozen before they are cov­
ered over. This will prevent the work­
ing of mice, and the covering" after 
freezing will prevent thawing and keep 
the plants in a dormant condition until 
time for them to start in the spring.
Just before freezing the tops should 
be bent over and a shovelful of earth 
laid on them to hold them down. This 
can be done after freezing, but will 
necessitate more work, as the frozen 
crust must be chopped to get the earth 
to bold the plants down. The plants 
may as well be bent down a little earlier 
and then covered after freezing occurs. 
Coarse marsh hay or straw is good for 
covering. Tops and roots should be 
covered so that the sun can have no ef­
fect upon them. The covering should 
be worked in around the stems so that 
the wind may not take it oil' readily, 
and that all may receive a shaie of the 
covering.
SETTING CUTTINGS.
Cuttings may be safely set any time 
in May. Cuttings that bave been 
stored in sand over winter should not 
be disturbed until time to set. Before 
setting they should be freshly cut— 
that is, the ends taken off that were 
cut in autumn, which are sure to be a 
little shriveled and dry, thus closing 
the pores and delaying the start. The 
ends should be given a bevel cut, that 
more surface should be exposed to the 
soil, and that the cutting may be more 
readily pushed down into its place.
One mistake in setting cuttings is 
that of leaving too many buds above 
the ground. The root of the cutting 
must necessarily be very limited in­
deed. The first tiny rootlets that are 
thrown out can hardly furnish food for 
an opening bud or two above. Yet we 
often see cuttings from one to two feet 
in length, containing a dozen buds that 
are trying to start on the meagre sup­
port from below. The small amount 
of nutriment that is sent np is spread 
over too mucli surface, and the conse­
quence is that the sapless pores shrivel 
up, and the cutting fails to grow. T1 e 
whole strength of the root should be 
concentrated upon one or two buds. 
Two buds above the ground are enough.
Cuttings should have a good mellow 
soil. Many seem to have the idea that 
a cutting may be pushed down most 
anywhere and will grow. The little 
roots need the very best of soil, so that 
they may get hold at once. Cuttings 
should be pushed down to a depth of 
five or six inches, so they may not suf 
fer from lack of moisture iu case of a 
dry time.
Many a family who do not feel able 
to buy plants of nursery stock may get 
a little good fruit about them by get­
ting of their more fortunate neighbors. 
We may well take example of our more 
thrifty Germán neighbors in this re­
spect. They lose no time in starting a 
fruit garden. Starting as they do,with 
bat little capital above their willing 
hands and provident inclinations, they 
soon gather about them the rural com­
forts of their older established neigh­
bors. They invest but little money, 
gathering a few roots here and a few 
cuttings there, carefully tending the 
whole until a supply of wholesome fruit 
is obtained.
— ■ •’—■ . m ■»—»  .
SWISS DAIRY SUCCESS.
In comparing Swiss with American 
thrift, Consul Byers mentions the im­
portant fact concerning the Swiss prac-
tice of what Americans would call un­
derfeeding. The fine milk and butter- 
producing animals of Switzerland are 
fed only on grass and hay the year 
through with very few exception''. 
High feeding and fancy feeding with 
eotton-seed and oil cakes, ensilage, 
boiled fodder and all messing of fancy 
fodder are but little known in that 
country.
Swiss cattle stables are noticeable 
for their warmth and are usually a low 
attachment to a barn, with stone walls, 
one or two feet thick. The stalls are 
ceiled overhead and often plastered 
throughout. The floors are made of 
stone or cement, and the doors as tight 
fitting and airless as those of our 
houses. They sa}’, “ I t saves feed 
“the cows give more milk for its 
warmth,” and “ there are no flies there 
to worry them to death.” The stalls 
are clean and nice beyond comparison, 
and the cows are kept in them summer 
and winter, except when taken out for 
exercise and to water. In exceptional 
cases, a few turnips, potatoes or shoots 
are fed, but it is the general belief that 
while artificial food measures the quan­
tity of milk its quality is impaired.
The Swiss keep their grass land in a 
high state of fertility and on the Lake 
of Zurich is worth from $300 to $400 
per acre.
Taking the case of two prominent 
milk producers it was found that from 
fifty cows the income is $4,300 ; the 
expenses $1,652, leaviug a gain of 
$2,648.
Mr. Byers says that three causes im­
press him as furnishing the foundation 
of Swiss daily success, viz.: 1st, Good 
sweet grass ; 2d, Pure running water ; 
3d, Systematic economy. He suggests 
that there is no reason why we cannot 
have these necessities. If our grass is 
not quite up to the Swiss grass, make 
it so by proper liquid manuring, by 
draining, by irrigation, or, in short, by 
devoting more money to meadows and 
less to high feeding, a course that many 
farmers would undoubtedly ridicule.— 
Germantown Telegraph.
--------- '•--<1 ♦  -.»•--[—;--------
FEEDING FARM STOCK.
The rules for successful feeding of 
stock of all kinds and for keeping them 
in*good health, are few and simple 
enough, yet it needs some judgement 
and experience in following them, or to 
know when they are served faithful­
ly-
First, the most important, should be 
the giving of food at regular hours. The 
first meal of the day should be early 
enough to prevent the animals from 
waiting long for it after they are stir­
ring in the morning, which is usually 
when it is light enough to distinctly see 
in winter, and at sunrise in the summer. 
The last meal of the day should not be 
given after dark. The practice of going 
out to give a last feeding just before 
going to bed is a questionable one, and 
a good feeder would not call up his 
cattle to feed them after they have laid 
down for the’night, and more than he 
would treat his children iu that way.
During short days of winter two 
hearty meals at regular hours is often 
better than three meals, or the noon 
meal should be made a large one, and 
the amount may be increased as the 
time extends between it and the others.
Second iu!e—;-Always give enough 
and never overfeed. Here judgment and 
care is needed. If there are any 
indications of a failure to eat the amount 
promptly remove all that is It ft, and 
make the next feed less liberal. If theie 
is uneasiness and desire for more 
manifested after eating the amount 
given, do not give more then, to en­
courage the habits of looking for 
a supplementary foddering, but be mote 
li 1 ¡era 1 the next time.
Third rule—Watch the effects of the 
food careiully both in the condition of 
the animal and in the character of its 
excrement, and vary the food in kind 
rather than amount if anything seems 
wrong. A few roots or a change in 
feed may prevent the i ece sity of tm 
ploying a veterinary surgeon.
These rules are appl cable to both 
horses and horned cattle, ami their 
observance will result in sltek looking 
animal , with a less amoui of food con­
sumed than is used by tb 8 : haphazard 




“ A penny saved is a pfnny made.”  In buy­
ing a fertilizer buy a phosphate that shows the 
highest analysis, as poor phosphates cannot pos­
sibly analyze well. You cannot get “ blood out 
of a turnip,” nor can you get value out of a 
phosphate that only shows a comparative çom- 
mereial value far below its selling prices, which 
you spe is the ease with most fertilizers made.
Trtnley’s A M  Bone Flosplates !
Show a commercial value of from Ç6 to $8 per 
ton above the selling price, the State chemist 
giving it the highest valuation o f any made or 
sold in the State for the price. Therefore buy 
where you get the most for your money. My 
phosphates are honestly made from animal bone, 
reliable aud lasting.
— MANUFACTURED AND FOR SALE BY—
JA C O B  T R IN L E Y ,
LIXFIELD, Mont g. Co., P a .
F. P. FARINGER, Ironbridge, agent for Mid­
dle Section of Montgomery county. All or­
ders entrusted to his care will receive prompt at­
tention.
Jj|RS. S. L. PUGH.
TRAPPE, PA.,
Attends to laying out the dead, shroud-making 
Ac.
■I# .A .  C J ü A - Z t r a E  T O  3
T '  —P U R C H A S E  SO M E“
M A C H I N E R Y
-A- T IL O "W P R I C E S :
WE HAVE A LOT OF ONE AND TWO-HORSE
Corn Planters, Grain Drills,
WITH FERTILIZER ATTACHMENT.
CHILLED PLOWS. We will sell them at COST, as we need the room they occupy in our 
Warerooms. I f  you want to buy at a BARGAIN, call and see us. We need all the space at our 
command to make room for our OWN Manufactured Goods. It will afford us pleasure to show 
you our stock of New and Improved Thrashing Machinery. We feel confident that our Goods will 
please you. EsSf Should you contemplate putting up a WIND PUMP in the early Spring, call and 
see ue. Will put them up at reduced rates.
The Roberts Machine Company,
C ollegeville, P a .
W atches, Silverware, Biamonds, Clocks !
JE W E L R Y , S P E C T A C L E S 1
AND TH E B E S T  M AK E IN  THE C O U N TR Y FOR K E E P IN G
A C C U R A TE  TIME.
American Watches in Diamond Silver Cases for $6.
fciT’ We call special attention to our Large Stocfc o f SPECTACLES. Do not fail to call and 
have your eyes examined free, of charge.
J . D . S A L L A D E ’S
16 E. MAIN STREET, (Opposite Public Square) NORRISTOWN, PA.
HAETRAIFT HOUSE, I0R E IS T 0W I, PA.









































A Genial Landlord, a First-class Cook, a Courteous Clerk.
H E A D Q U A R T E R S  1 4 4  W . M A I N  Street 
F or SP O R T IN G  Goods N O R R IS T O W N , P a.
Guns, Revolvers, Muzzles, Powder, Shot, Shells, Caps, Wads, &c., Sporting Goods, o f every De­
scription, Wholesale and Retail. Shells loaded to order. Repairing and ChokeBoring a specialty.
W IL L IA M  BR IG G Sr
Our Facilities for Executing
: j o b  w o r k  :
are such as to enable us to do strictly First-class work promptly and at reasonable prices. The 
Job Work done at the Independent office favorably compares.with that done anywhere in 
the County. Favor us with your orders and we will do our best to serve you well.
11 you have anything to sell aud want to sell it and if you want your neighbors and the rest of 
mankind to know that you have something to sell and want to sell it—no matter what it Is—
A D V B R T I S R
- I N  THE COLUMNS OF THE—
iP‘PRO VIDEK OE
INDEPENDENT”;®
The best advertising medium in the middle section of Montgomery county. Wherever the Inde­
p e n d e n t  circulates it is eagerly scanned by interested readers. It is read by at least 3500 
people'every week, and its circulation is steadily increasing. Money judiciously 
invested in an advertisement in its columns will bring you liberal returns.
A public sale of Personal Property advertised in the Independent 
will not fail to attract the attention of numerous peonle 
and bring together plenty of buyers. Advertise.
^ “ SU B SC R IB E  FOB TH E
££J P ^ O V I I D E l s r C E
—$1.25 per annum, in advance. You will get the worth of your money and more or less happiness 
into the bargain by subscribing and paying for Ihe Independent, the paper that stands on its 
own bottom and says what it has to say without fear or favor. The Independent 
contains all the news of a local and general nature it can get hold of, and 
all opinions worthy of space. If you want a live, wide-awake nineteenth 
century local and general newspaper with opinions of its own, 
subscribe for the PROVIDENCE INDEPENDENT.
Gristock & Vanderslice,
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA. 
Dealers in
White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock
L U M B E R ,
Various grades, dressed and undressed..
SH IN G LE S, split and sawed.
PIC K E T S, CEDAR A N D  C H E ST N U T  
R A IL S.
L e h ig h  and Schuylki l l
COAL. -  -  COAL.
FLOTJR,
Corn, Bran, M iddlings,
OATS] L IN S E E D  M EAL,
AN D CAKE MEAL.
. Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harris»«’« 
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in 
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready 




Royersford, Montgomery Co. Pa.
would announce to my friends and the public, 
that I am now prepared to furnish all kinds oi 
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.
Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, in 
the finest and latest designs.
GALVANIZED RAILINGS,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, o f different descrip­
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar­
ble Work, for the bases of
B U IL D IN G S, S T E P S , S IL L S, E T C ., E T C
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and 
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design 
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones. 
Work can* be seen at the yard, or the different 
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been 
turned out at the Enterprise Works. • Call and 
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low; 
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto: 




CO LLEG EV ILLE
B A K E R Y  !
J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.
Fresh Bread, Rolls &cM
EVERY MORNING.
I C E  C R E A M !
Different flavors, during the Season now open­
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at 
short notice, on reasonable terms.
Wm. J. T IO IP SO I,
—BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST—
B EEF,=  ' 
VFAL =  
=M U TT0N ,=
Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on Tues­
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each 
week. Thankful to the public tor past favors he 
invites continued patronage. Highest cash price 
paid for calves.
W M . J. THOM PSON,
LOWER PROVIDENCE, PA.
M e n  Spars Hans Stop !
W. E. Johnson, Proprietor.
— A FULL LINE OF ALL KINDS OF—
H O U SE GOODS,
Including blanket», lap covers, whips, fly nets, 
&c. A full stock of collars always on hand, 
and all kinds of the best harness manufactured 
at short notice. Ordered work and repairing 
will receive prompt attention. 27janly
W AN TED !
Local and Traveling Salesmen I
To sell our Choice Varieties of Nursery Stock, 
either on salary or commission; permanent em­
ployment to the right men ; no room for lazy 
ones ; upright and honest are the ones we are 
looking for. Address with references,
MAY BROTHERS, Nurserymen,
15dee Rochester, N. Y .
